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Abstract.This
This article
article examines
examines the
the forces
forcesdriving
driving the
thepursuit
pursuitofofmilitary
militaryproduction
production capacity
capacity
Abstract.

aremainly
mainly
in India,
India, including
including those
those behind
behind the
the Indian
Indiannuclear
nuclear and
and space
spaceprogrammes.
programmes.WeWe are
in
interested ininwhether
whether symbolic
symbolicmotivations
motivations regularly
regularlyfind
find expression
expression inin the
thepublic
publicdiscourse.
discourse.
interested

review allall articles
articles onon the
the subject
subject ofofweapons
weapons development
development and
andproduction
production appearing
appearing inin
WeWe review

India Today
Today from
fromMay
May 1977
1977 to
toApril
April 1999.
1999. There
There are
are three
three closely
closely interrelated
interrelated yet
yet dis
disIndia
tinguishable concerns in the public discourse that we consider symbolic: that military
tinguishable concerns in the public discourse that we consider symbolic: that military

meansofofasserting
asserting India's
India's autonomy
autonomy inin international
internationalaffairs,
affairs, that
that itit isis aa
industrialization isis aameans
industrialization
establishing India's
India's international
international status
status and
andprestige,
prestige, and
and that
that itit serves
serves toto enhance
enhance
means ofof establishing
means
contend that
that the
the symbolic
symbolicmotivations
motivationsare
areaaprominent
prominentforce
forcebehind
behind the
the
India's self-image.
self-image.WeWecontend
India's

military industrialization
industrializationprocess
process in
in India.
India.The
Theprecise
precise form
form that
that symbolic
symbolicmotivations
motivations take
take
vary-some
statements
seem
to
have
more
symbolic
content
than
others-but,
as
a
whole,
more
a
seem
as
to
content
statements
have
than
others?but,
whole,
vary?some
symbolic
not rare
rare oror isolated.
isolated.Our
Our findings
findings suggest
suggest that
that symbolism
symbolism can
can bebe anan
such references
references are
are not
such
thequest
quest for
for anan indigenous
indigenous arms-production
arms-production capacity,
capacity, and
andperhaps
perhaps
important component
componentofof the
important
statebuildingasaswell.
well.
otherelements
elementsofof Statebuilding
other

military

TheBharatiya
Bharatiya Janata
JanataParty
Partyproclaimed
proclaimed 16
16May
May 1998
1998 aa 'day
'day ofofprestige'.
prestige'. India
Indiahad
had
The
testedfive
fivenuclear
nucleardevices
devices that
thatweek
week and
and the
the ruling
rulingparty
partyhad
had cause
cause for
for celebration.
celebration.
tested
In justifying
justifying the
the tests,
tests, India's
India'snational
national security
security received
received frequent
frequentmention,
mention,but
butmore
more
In
conspicuous
was
the
symbolism
embodied
by
the
detonations.
Raja
Ramanna,
was
the
embodied
the
detonations.
symbolism
by
Raja Ramanna,
conspicuous
formerhead
head ofof India's
India'sAtomic
AtomicEnergy
EnergyCommission,
Commission, stated
stated that
that 'we
'wenono longer
longerneed
need
former

our ancient
ancient literature
literature toto feel
feel proud',
proud',while
while another
another Indian
Indian commentator
commentator
to quote
quote our
to
referred
to
the
blasts
as
an
'explosion
of
self-esteem'.
Bal
Thackeray,
leaderofofone
one
as
an
to
Bal
referred
the blasts
leader
Thackeray,
'explosion of self-esteem'.
of
the
BIP's
coalition
partners,
went
so
far
as
to
say
that
'we
have
to
prove
that
we
so
as
we
to
went
to
of the BJP's coalition partners,
far
say that 'we have
prove that
arenot
not eunuchs'.
eunuchs'.Another
Anotherboost
boost toto Indian
Indian self-esteem
self-esteemoccurred
occurredone
oneyear
year later
laterwhen
when
are

the Indian
Indian Space
SpaceResearch
Research Organisation
Organisation successfully
successfully test-launched
test-launched the
theAgni-II
Agni-II
the
intermediate-range
missile.
At
that
time
Prime
Minister
Atal
Behari
Vajpayee
missile.
At
that
time
Prime
Minister
Atal
Behari
intermediate-range
Vajpayee
described the
theAgni
Agni asas 'a
'a symbol
symbol ofof resurgent
resurgent India',
India', and
and reassured
reassured the
the nation
nation that
that
described
'Yes, wewillwill stand
standononour
ourown
ownfeet'.1
feet'. 1

'Yes, we

*AnAnearlier
earlierversion
versionofof this
thisarticle
articlewas
waspresented
presentedatat the
theannual
annualmeeting
meetingofof the
the International
InternationalStudies
Studies

*

Association-MidwestRegion,
Region,Cleveland,
Cleveland,4-6
4-6October
October 1997.
1997.Our
Our thanks
thanks toto Jyotirindra
JyotirindraDas
DasGupta,
Gupta,
Association-Midwest
SabitaManian,
Manian,Mustapha
MustaphaPasha,
Pasha,and
andPaul
PaulWallace
Wallacefor
for comments
commentsand
and suggestions,
suggestions,and
and totoAnita
AnitaDey
Dey
Sabita

andKarl
KarlRiber
Riberfor
for research
researchassistance.
assistance.
and
11 The quotesare
arefrom,
from, respectively,
respectively, 'We
'WeShould
ShouldFeel
FeelProud',
Proud',The
TheTimes
TimesofofIndia,
India, 16
16May
May 1998;
1998;
The quotes
Sabyasachi Mitra, 'Newspapers
'Newspapersand
andPeople
PeopleAre
AreEcstatic
EcstaticOver
OverTests',
Tests',India-West,
India- West, 15
15May
May 1998;
1998;and
and
Sabyasachi Mitra,
KmRange
RangeAgni-II
Agni-IISuccessfully
SuccessfullyTest-Fired',
Test-Fired',The
TheTimes
TimesofofIndia,
India, 12
12April
April 1999.
1999.Symbol
Symbol'Over2,000
2,000Km
'Over
TheMuslim,
Muslim, aaconservative
conservativePakistani
Pakistani
ismwas
wasalso
alsoananelement
element ininPakistan's
Pakistan'sfollow-on
follow-onnuclear
nuclear tests:
tests:The
ism

daily, congratulated its
itsmilitary
militaryfor
forhaving
having 'defied
'defied the
thehigh
highpriests
priestsofof the
theNew
NewWorld
WorldOrder'.
Order'. See
SeeJohn
John
daily, congratulated
WashingtonPost,
Post, 3030
WardAnderson
Andersonand
andKamran
KamranKhan,
Khan, 'Pakistan:
'Pakistan: "We
"WeAre
AreaaNuclear
NuclearPower"
Power" ',"Washington
Ward
May 1998.
1998.
May
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Symbols are an important feature of social interaction. Things we say, things we
Symbols are an important feature of social interaction. Things we say, things we
do,
thingswewepossess
possessoften
oftenhave
have symbolic
symbolicmeaning
meaning for
for ourselves
ourselves and
and for
for those
thosewith
with
do, things
we
come
in
contact.
Similarly
for
states
and
international
interaction:
there
whom
whom we come in contact. Similarly for states and international
interaction:
there
are certain
certainnational
national characteristics
characteristics and
and forms
forms ofof state
state behaviour
behaviourwhich
which seem
seem toto bebe
are
infusedwith
with aa good
good deal
deal ofof symbolic
symbolic significance.
significance.Possession
Possession ofofnuclear
nuclearweapons
weapons
infused
is
probably
the
best
example.
But
also
important
to
states
is
the
possession
capability
capability is probably the best example. But also important to states is the possession
advanced conventional
conventionalweapons,
weapons, and
and even
evenmore
more soso the
the capacity
capacity totomanufacture
manufacture
ofof advanced
them. In
In this
this article
articlewewewant
want toto document
document the
the perceived
perceived importance
importance ofof India's
India's
them.
conventionalweapons
weaponsprogrammes
programmesasasaa symbol
symbolofof Indian
Indian statehood.
statehood.
conventional
Symbols, particularly those
those that
that contribute
contribute toto aa state's
state's status
status and
and prestige,
prestige, are
are
Symbols, particularly
widely
acknowledged
to
motivate
state
behaviour.
India's
nuclear
tests,
for
example,
to
state
motivate
behaviour.
India's
nuclear
for
tests,
widely acknowledged
example,
were 'only
'only ornamentations
ornamentations but
but necessary
necessary inin the
themodern
modernworld'.2
world'.2Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,
were
symbolicmotivating
motivating forces
forces such
such asas status
status and
and
reliable empirical
empirical indicators
indicators ofof symbolic
reliable
prestige
do
not
seem
to
have
captured
the
imagination
of
those
engaged
in
rigorous
seem
not
to
of
in
do
have
the
those
captured
imagination
engaged
rigorous
prestige
qualitative or quantitative measurementand
andanalysis.
analysis.That
That isisan
an exceedingly
exceedinglydifficult
difficult
qualitative or quantitative measurement
enterprise
in
any
event.
We
are,
after
all,
alluding
to
matters
of
cognition,
and
event.
to
matters
in
of
We
after
and
are,
any
all, alluding
enterprise
cognition,
abandonment ofof the
the state
state asas unit
unit ofof analysis?the
analysis-the unit
unit favoured
favoured byby realism
realism and
and
abandonment
certainother
otherapproaches
approaches toto international
international relations?is
relations-isprobably
probablyaaminimum
minimum require
requirecertain
ment for
for any
any empirical
empirical analysis
analysis that
that takes
takes seriously
seriously the
the various
various theoretical
theoreticaldisputes
disputes
ment
about
the
nature
and
importance
of
symbolic
motivations
in
international
relations.
nature
of
in
the
and
motivations
international
relations.
about
importance
symbolic
might bebe useful
useful toto scrutinize
scrutinize statements
statements byby policymakers
policymakers for
for evidence
evidence ofof
ItItmight
symbolic
motivations
for
their
actions.
But
this
does
not
get
us
in
the
clear ifif itit isis
us
not
But
for
in
the
their actions.
this does
clear
get
symbolic motivations
military-related
behaviour
we
want
to
explain.
As
Suchman
and
Eyre
point out,
we
want
to
and
behaviour
Eyre point out,
explain. As Suchman
military-related
'military
procurement
reflects
an
essentially
ritualistic
belief
in
modern
weaponry
an
asas
in
reflects
modern weaponry
essentially ritualistic belief
'military procurement
modern nations;
nations; unfortunately,
unfortunately, since
since rational
rationalmilitary
military
distinguishing emblem
emblem ofofmodern
aa distinguishing
planning isis another
another such
such emblem...,
emblem ... , these
these nonrational
nonrationalmotives
motives are
are unlikely
unlikely toto
planning
3
Suchman
and
Eyre
are
sceptical
that
policymakers
receive
formal
acknowledgment'.
are
Suchman and Eyre
receive formal acknowledgment'.3
sceptical that policymakers
will actually
actually admit
admit toto being
beingmotivated
motivated byby such
such things
things asas status
status and
and prestige.
prestige.
will
Therefore,
they
suggest
proceeding
directly
to
an
empirical
examination
of
the
state's
an
of the state's
Therefore,
they suggest proceeding directly to
empirical examination
participation
in
international
organizations
and
other
institutional
forms,
since
these
in international organizations
and other institutional forms, since these
participation
are the
the repositories
repositories ofofworld-level
world-level cultural
culturalpractices
practiceswhich
which purportedly
purportedly constitute
constitute
are
statepreferences
preferencesand
and identity.4
identity. 4
state
Although we are mindful of the potential bias against overt expression of symbolic,
Although we are mindful of the potential bias against overt expression of symbolic,
'nonrational'
motivations for
formilitary-related
military-related behaviour,
behaviour,wewe think
think ititpremature
premature toto
'nonrational' motivations
disregard
public
discourse
merely
on
the
basis
of
these
suspicions.
Thus
wehave
have set
set
on
we
Thus
the basis of these suspicions.
disregard public discourse merely
examine the
the
straightforward empirical
empirical task
task for
for ourselves
ourselves inin this
this article.
article.WeWe examine
aa straightforward
an indigenous
indigenous production
production capacity
capacity inin con
conrationales given
given for
for India's
India'spursuit
pursuit ofof an
rationales
and
nuclear
weaponry.
We
are
particularly
interested
in
whether
symbolic
ventional
ventional and nuclear weaponry. We are particularly
interested in whether
symbolic
andprestige,
prestige, regularly
regularlyfind
find expression
expression inin
motivations, such
such asas international
international status
status and
motivations,
concentrate our
ourdiscussion
discussion onon these
these sorts
sorts ofof rationales.
rationales.
thepublic
publicdiscourse,
discourse, sosowewe concentrate
the
ones-are
plainly
evident
in
the
materials
we
But
other
motivations-non-symbolic
ones?are
But other motivations?non-symbolic
plainly evident in the materials we
Raja Ramanna,quoted
quoted ininY.YP.~Rajesh,
Rajesh, 'Top
'TopNuke
NukeScientist
ScientistDrinks
DrinksWine
Wine totoCelebrate
CelebrateTests',
Tests',India
IndiaRaja Ramanna,
West, 15
15May
May 1998.
1998.
West,
33 Mark C. Suchman andDana
Eyre, 'Military
'MilitaryProcurement
ProcurementasasRational
RationalMyth:
Myth:Notes
Notesonon the
theSocial
Social
Mark C. Suchman
and DanaP.P.Eyre,
ConstructionofofWeapons
WeaponsProliferation',
Proliferation',Sociological
SociologicalForum,
Forum, 77 (1992),
(1992),p.p. 151.
151.
Construction
44 See also Dana P. Eyre and Mark C. Suchman, 'Status, Norms, and the Proliferation of Conventional
of Conventional
See also Dana P. Eyre and Mark C. Suchman,
and the Proliferation
'Status, Norms,
InstitutionalTheory
TheoryApproach',
Approach', ininPeter
PeterJ.1.Katzenstein
Katzenstein (ed.),
(ed.),The
TheCulture
CultureofofNational
National
Weapons:AnAn Institutional
Weapons:
22

Security:Norms
Normsand
andIdentity
Identity ininWorld
WorldPolitics
Politics (New
(NewYork:
York:Columbia
ColumbiaUniversity
UniversityPress,
Press, 1996).
1996).

Security:
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examine, so
sowewe can
can also
alsogive
give some
some indication
indication ofof the
the relative
relativeprominence
prominence ofof symbolic
symbolic
examine,

motivations.
To accomplish
accomplishour
our task,
task,wewehave
have systematically
systematically reviewed
reviewed all
all articles
articles on
on the
the subject
subject
To
weapons development
development and
and production
production appearing
appearing in
in India
India Today,
Today, India's
India'smost
most
ofofweapons
popular
news
magazine,
from
May
1977
through
to
April
1999.
We
don't
equate
news
from
1977
to
1999.
We
don't
popular
magazine,
May
equate
April
through
India Today
Todaywith
with Indian
Indianpublic
public discourse;
discourse; nono single
single information
information source
source can
can bebe said
said
India
to truly
truly represent
represent the
themany
many attitudes,
attitudes, ideologies,
ideologies,meanings,
meanings, and
and styles
styles ofof com
comto
munication that
that comprise
compriseaapublic
publicdiscourse,
discourse, especially
especially in
inaa society
societyasas ethnically
ethnicallyand
and
munication
culturally
diverse
as
India.
But
we
do
believe
that
India
Today
is
the
best
single
as
we
diverse
India.
But
do
believe
that
India
is
best
the
culturally
Today
single
source available
available for
for capturing
capturing the
the imagery
imagery ofof the
the burgeoning
burgeoningmiddle
middle and
and upper
uppersource
middle classes
classes in
in India,
India, and
and isis superior
superior toto any
any other
other source
source for
for our
ourpurposes.
purposes.That
That
middle
said,
similar
representations
of
Indian
public
discourse
on
military
industrialization
similar
on
of
Indian
discourse
industrialization
said,
representations
public
military
do emerge
emerge from
from less
lessexhaustive
exhaustiveanalyses
analysesofofanother
another Indian
Indiannews
newsmagazine,
magazine,Frontline,
Frontline,
do
and two
two daily
daily newspapers,
newspapers, The
TheHindustan
Hindustan Times
Times and
and The
TheHindu.
Hindu.WeWe offer
offer aa
and
of
these
sources
at
the
end
of
the
article.
comparison
sources
at the end of the article.
of these
comparison
motivations.

Military industrialization
industrialization inin India
India

Military

Observers ofofmilitary
military industrialization
industrialization inin the
theThird
ThirdWorld
World typically
typicallyhighlight
highlight the
the
Observers
or
'instrumental'
ends
toward
which
indigenous
arms
production
'rational'
arms production
'rational' or 'instrumental'
ends toward which
isis
indigenous
directed.
A
state
acquires
arms
in
order
to
improve
its
immediate
security
vis-a-vis
directed. A state acquires arms in order to improve its immediate security vis-?-vis
rival states
statesorormore
moregenerally
generally toto enhance
enhance its
itsposition
position ininaa regional
regional security
securitycomplex.
complex.
rival

Domestically produced
produced arms
arms have
have the
the added
added benefit
benefit ofof guarding
guarding against
against the
the
manipulation
of
weapons
supplies,
including
spare
parts,
which
might
otherwise
be
of weapons
manipulation
supplies, including spare parts, which might otherwise be
undertaken
by
foreign
suppliers
with
their
own
policy
objectives.
Domestic
arms
undertaken
arms
by foreign suppliers with their own policy objectives. Domestic
production
has
also
been
given
an
explicitly
economic
rationale.
States
obviously
an
has
also
been
economic
States
rationale.
production
given
explicitly
obviously
neednot
notpurchase
purchase from
from abroad
abroadwhat
what they
theybuild
build themselves,
themselves, soso arms
armsproduction
production isis
need
viewed asasmeans
means ofof conserving
conserving foreign
foreign exchange.
exchange. IfIf there
there isis sufficient
sufficientdemand
demand for
for
viewed
arms exports,
exports, domestic
domestic arms
arms production
production can
can even
even generate
generate foreign
foreign exchange.
exchange. InIn
arms
addition,military
military industrialization
industrialization isis sometimes
sometimespursued
pursued for
for purposes
purposes ofof techno
technoaddition,
theeconomy.
economy.
logical developmentand
and spin-off
spin-off toto the
thecivilian
civilian sector
sectorofof the
logical development
In the
thecase
caseofof India,
India, the
themost
mostobvious
obvious impetus
impetusbehind
behindweapons
weaponsproduction
production isis the
the
In
country's
immediate
security
environment,
especially
its
strategic
relationships
with
its strategic relationships with
country's immediate security environment,
especially
Pakistanand
andChina.
China.Territorial
Territorialdisputes
disputesover
overKashmir
Kashmirwith
withPakistan
Pakistanand
andalong
along the
the
Pakistan
Himalayan
border
with
China
are
complicated
further
by
religious
and
ideological
border with China are complicated
further by religious and ideological
Himalayan
differences.Throughout
Throughout the
the period
period ofof Indian
Indian independence
independence these
these have
have generated
generated
differences.
high
levels
of
hostility
and
several
overt
military
conflicts.
Even
when
relations
with
high levels of hostility and several overt military conflicts. Even when relations with
Pakistan and
andChina
China are
are relatively
relativelyquiescent,
quiescent, India
Indiahas
has remained
remained attentive
attentive toto these
these
Pakistan
states' arms
arms acquisitions:
acquisitions:what
what they
they import,
import,what
what they
theyproduce,
produce,what
what they
they try
try toto
states'
produce. Levels of regional hostility and
and levels
levels ofof regional
regional armament
armament explain, inin
produce. Levels of regional hostility
explain,
large
part,
why
India
has
acquired
advanced
weaponry
for
its
armed
forces.
India
has
advanced
for
its
armed
forces.
large part, why
weaponry
acquired
While India's
India's immediate
immediate security
securityneeds
needshave
havebeen
been interpreted
interpreted asas requiringwell
wellWhile
requiring
armed defence
defence forces,
forces, onon strictly
strictlymilitary
military grounds
grounds there
there should
should bebe nono reason
reason toto
armed
prefer domesticallyproduced
producedweaponry
weaponry over
over imports,
imports, assuming
assuming comparableper
perprefer domestically
comparable
formance characteristics.
characteristics. But
But there
there are
are reasons
reasons both
both toto prefer
prefer and
and not
not toto prefer
prefer
formance
domesticproduction
productiononon economic
economicgrounds.
grounds. InInhis
his extensive
extensiveand
andbalanced
balanced study
studyofof
domestic
Domestically
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Indian security
security policy,
policy, Thomas
Thomas has
has noted
noted that
that aa policy
policy ofof indigenous
indigenousweapons
weapons
Indian
production
'would
mean
a
substantial
increase
in
the
scientific
and
technological
'would mean a substantial
increase in the scientific and technological
production
knowledge
of
the
country
with
attendant
benefits for
for the
the civilian
civilian sector
sectorasaswell'.5
well'. 5ToTo
of
with
benefits
the
attendant
country
knowledge
be sure,
sure, the
thepursuit
pursuitofof 'military-led
'military-led industrialization'
industrialization' isis recognized
recognizedfar
farmore
moreexplicitly
explicitly
be

in the
the academic
academic literature
literature than
than itit isis acknowledged
acknowledgedbyby Indian
Indian statesmen.
statesmen. Indigenous
Indigenous
in
production
of
weaponry
would
seem
to
demand
something
other
than
an
economic
seem
an
to
of
would
demand
other
than
economic
weaponry
something
production
rationale,
especially
in
a
democracy
like
India.
Still,
many
analysts
do
agree
that part
a
in
like
India.
do
rationale, especially
Still, many analysts
agree that part
democracy
whatdrives
drivesmilitary
military industrialization
industrialization inin India
Indiaand
andelsewhere
elsewhere inin the
theThird
ThirdWorld
World isis
ofofwhat
thebelief
belief that
thatarms
armsproduction
productionwill
willpromote
promotedevelopment
development ininadjacent
adjacent sectors
sectorsofof the
the
the

national economy.
economy. OfOf course,
course, state
state leaders
leadersmay
may bebe wrong?and
wrong-andmuch
much ofof the
the
national
theirways?but
ways-but '[t]he
'[t]he skepticism
skepticismofof
literatureendeavours
endeavours toto show
show them
them the
theerrors
errorsofof their
literature
academics inin industrialized
industrialized countries
countries notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, the
the belief
belief remains
remainswide
wideacademics
spread
that
such
programs
can
provide
tangible
economic
and
technological
benefits
can
economic
and
that
such
benefits
programs
provide tangible
technological
spread

wellasasenhanced
enhancedmilitary
military security'.6
security'.
asaswell

6

Indigenous weaponsproduction
production inin India
Indiahas
has also
also sometimes
sometimesbeen
been justified
justified asas aa
Indigenous weapons
meansofofconserving
conservingforeign
foreign exchange
exchange that
thatwould
wouldotherwise
otherwisegogo toto foreign
foreignpurchases,
purchases,
means
but ininalmost
almostallall cases
cases the
thepolicy
policyofof import
import substitution
substitutionhas
has failed
failed totomeasure
measureupup toto
but
expectations. The problem is not unique to India. Scarce resources and the inability
expectations. The problem is not unique to India. Scarce resources and the inability

ThirdWorld
World armed
armed forces
forces toto absorb
absorb large
large quantities
quantities ofof domestically
domesticallyproduced
produced
ofofThird
weapons
makes
for
very
high
unit
costs,
in
which
case
importing
weapons
even
case
in
which
ofof even
weapons makes for very high unit costs,
importing weapons
superior
quality
can
be
the
cheaper
alternative.
Thomas
has
found
that
licensed
can
be the cheaper alternative. Thomas
has found that licensed
superior quality

productionhas
hasbeen
been increasingly
increasinglyfavoured
favoured inin India,
India, especially
especiallybybyeconomic
economicplanners.
planners.
production
They
recognize
'the
need
to
strike
an
optimum
balance
between
the
cost
and
quality
an
They recognize 'the need to strike
optimum balance between the cost and quality
of
weaponry;
this
is
best
obtained
in
the
long
run
through
both
external
technoin the long run through both external techno
of weaponry;
this is best obtained
logical transfers and domestic production'. 7 Here too there are costs, since licensing
logical transfers and domestic production'.7 Here too there are costs, since licensing
involves both
both the
the importation
importation ofofparts
parts and
andmachinery
machinery asaswell
well asas the
the payment
payment ofof
involves
royalties. Still, the hope is that this paves a way for indigenization, aa course
course that
that inin
royalties. Still, the hope is that this paves a way for indigenization,
the
end
may
be
less
costly
than
an
attempt
to
indigenize
cold
turkey.
the end may be less costly than an attempt to indigenize cold turkey.
why India
Indiabuilds
buildsweapons,
weapons, not
notunrelated
unrelated toto its
its security
security
There are
are other
other reasons
reasonswhy
There
environment
or
industrial
development.
According
to
Katz,
'[t]he
most
important
or
to Katz,
industrial development.
environment
According
'[t]he most
important
factordriving
drivingLDCs
LDCs totoproduce
producearms
armscan
canbebe summarized
summarizedquite
quiteeasily:
easily:autonomy,
autonomy, that
that
factor
is,
freedom
of
action
in
the
domestic
and
international
spheres'.8
Actual
or
potential
or
is, freedom of action in the domestic and international
potential
spheres'.8 Actual
threats totonational
national security
securityare
are exacerbated
exacerbatedwhen
when states
statesfind
find themselves
themselvesdependent
dependentonon
threats
others for
for defence.
defence. India,
India, having
having experienced
experienced arms
arms embargoes
embargoes (for
(for example,
example, those
those
others

imposed by the United States
States during
during the
the 1965
1965 and
and 1971
1971 conflicts
conflictswith
withPakistan),
Pakistan),
imposed by the United
bristles
at
the
thought
of
lasting
arms
dependence.
As
Indira
Gandhi
put
it,
'Wewant
want
bristles at the thought of lasting arms dependence. As Indira Gandhi put it, 'We
55 Raju G. C. Thomas, Indian Security Policy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986).
Indian Security Policy
Press, 1986).
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University
Raju G. C. Thomas,
66Ken
KenConca,
Conca, 'Third
'ThirdWorld
WorldMilitary
Military Industrialization
Industrializationand
and the
theEvolving
EvolvingSecurity
SecuritySystem',
System', ininWayne
Wayne
TheHighest
HighestStakes:
Stakes:The
TheEconomic
EconomicFoundations
Foundationsofofthe
theNext
NextSecurity
SecuritySystem
System
Sandholtzetetal.al. (eds.),
(eds.),The
Sandholtz
(New York: Oxford UniversityPress,
Press, 1992),
1992),p.p. 143.
143.Thomas
Thomasconcludes
concludes that
that 'the
'thegrowth
growthofof Indian
Indian
(New York: Oxford University
certainextent,
extent,unrelated
unrelated toto Indian
Indian threat
threatperceptions
perceptionsand
and tends
tends totobebeanan
militarycapabilities
capabilities is,is, totoaacertain
military
autonomous trend
trendbased
basedononcivilian
civilian technological
technologicalgrowth'.
growth'. See
SeeThomas,
Thomas,Indian
IndianSecurity
SecurityPolicy,
Policy,
autonomous

p.291.

p. 291.
SeeThomas,
Thomas,Indian
IndianSecurity
SecurityPolicy,
Policy,pp.
pp.246-7,
246-7,251-2;
251-2;also
alsoChris
ChrisSmith,
Smith,India's
India'sAdAdHoc
HocArsenal:
Arsenal:
See
DirectionororDrift
Drift ininDefence
DefencePolicy?
Policy? (New
(NewYork:
York:Oxford
OxfordUniversity
UniversityPress,
Press, 1994)
1994)and
andTimothy
TimothyD.D.
Direction
Hoyt, 'Rising
'RisingRegional
RegionalPowers:
Powers:New
NewPerspectives
Perspectivesonon Indigenous
IndigenousDefense
Defense Industries
Industriesand
andMilitary
Military
Hoyt,

77

Capability inin the
theDeveloping
DevelopingWorld',
World',Ph.D.
Ph.D. thesis,
thesis, Johns
JohnsHopkins
HopkinsUniversity
University (1997).
(1997).
Capability
JamesEverett
EverettKatz,
Katz, 'Understanding
'UnderstandingArms
ArmsProduction
Production ininDeveloping
DevelopingCountries',
Countries', ininJames
JamesEverett
Everett
James
Katz (ed.),
(ed.),Arms
ArmsProduction
Production ininDeveloping
DevelopingCountries:
Countries:AnAnAnalysis
AnalysisofofDecision
DecisionMaking
Making (Lexington,
(Lexington,
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India toto bebe self-reliant
self-reliant and
and toto strengthen
strengthen its
its independence
independence soso that
that itit cannot
cannot bebe
India
pressurized by anybody'.9 Indian independence inindefence
defencepolicy
policy isis enhanced
enhancedbyby anan
pressurized by anybody'.9 Indian independence
indigenous
arms
production
capacity,
particularly
the
capacity
to
initiate
expand
oror expand
arms
to
the
initiate
capacity
capacity, particularly
indigenous
production
production
in
a
pinch,
as
well
as
the
capacity
to
maintain
existing
systems.
a
as
as
to
in
maintain
well
the
existing systems.
production
pinch,
capacity
Defence, 'Modernization
'Modernization ofof arms
arms and
and equipment
equipment
According toto the
theMinistry
Ministry ofofDefence,
According
and aamaximum
maximumdegree
degree ofof self-reliance
self-reliance and
and self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency inin the
the shortest
shortestpossible
possible
and
time have
have been
been the
themajor
major objectives
objectives inin our
ourdefence
defenceproduction
production effort.
effort. ...
...NoNofree
free
time
nation ...
...can
canafford
afford toto ignore
ignore the
the imperative
imperativeneed
need totomaintain
maintainconstant
constantpreparedness
preparedness
nation

to defend
defend [against]
[against] any
any threat
threat toto its
its borders'.10
borders' .10 Self-sufficiency
Self-sufficiency ininweapons
weapons pro
proto
curementhas
has taken
taken onon aa degree
degree ofof significance
significancebeyond
beyond diminishing
diminishing the
the impact
impact ofof
curement
arms embargoes
embargoesduring
duringwartime;
wartime; itithas
hasbecome
become anan integral
integral feature
feature ofof India's
India's stated
stated
arms
policy
of
nonalignment.
Principles
of
nonalignment
have
been
adhered
to
more
more
to
have
adhered
of
been
of
policy
Principles
nonalignment
nonalignment.
rigidly at some times and not others-IndiraGandhi's
Gandhi's foreign
foreign policy
policy vis-?-vis
vis-a-vis the
the
rigidly at some times and not others?Indira
SovietUnion
Union falling
falling into
into the
the latter
latter category.
category. But
But the
the desire
desire toto remain
remain aloof
aloof from
from
Soviet
theCold
ColdWar
War competition
competitionwhich
which entangled
entangled sosomany
many other
otherThird
ThirdWorld
World states
stateswas
was
the

the closest
closest thing
thing toto an
an Indian
Indian strategic
strategicdoctrine.
doctrine.With
With the
theCold
ColdWar
Warover,
over, the
thepolicy
policy
the
nonalignment has
has less
less resonance,
resonance, but
but self-sufficiency
self-sufficiency inin arms
arms production,
production, and
and
ofof nonalignment
independence
more
generally,
still
have
claims
on
the
Indian
imagination.
on
more
claims
the
Indian
still
have
imagination.
generally,
independence

Beyond immediate
immediate security
security imperatives
imperatives and
and industrial
industrial development,
development, the
theposses
possesBeyond
sion
of
indigenous
weapons
production
capacity
has
taken
on
symbolic
importance
on
of
has
taken
sion
indigenous weapons production
symbolic importance
capacity
for India.
India.Foreign
Foreignpolicy
policyunder
under Indira
IndiraGandhi
Gandhihas
has received
receivedmuch
much attention
attention onon this
this
for
score,
and
the
Pokhran
nuclear
test
in
1974
epitomized
India's
quest
for
intertest in 1974 epitomized
nuclear
India's quest for inter
score, and the Pokhran
national recognition.
recognition. In
In the
the opinion
opinion ofof one
oneofofGandhi's
Gandhi'sbiographers,
biographers,Pokhran
Pokhran 'was
'was
national
no
more
than
a
gesture
of
independence
and
a
bid
for
inexpensive
prestige'.
11
no more
than a gesture of independence
and a bid for inexpensive
prestige'.11
William
Brands,
long-time
observer
of
India's
role
in
world
affairs,
detected
the
William
the
Brands,
long-time observer of India's role in world affairs, detected
symbolic motivations behind
behind India's
India's nuclear
nuclear programme
programmewell
well before
before the
the nuclear
nuclear
symbolic motivations
explosion occurred: 'With
'With each
eachofof the
thefirst
firstChinese
Chinese test
test explosions
explosions there
therewas
was aanew
new
explosion occurred:
demand
by
some
Indians
that
their
country
produce
similar
weapons.
The
demands
demand by some Indians that their country produce similar weapons. The demands
often seemed
seemedasasmuch
muchconcerned
concernedwith
with Indian
Indianprestige
prestigeasaswith
with security'.
security'.HeHeadds
adds that
that
often
'The
call
for
an
Indian
nuclear
force
also
reflected
a
mood
that
the
country
should
'The call for an Indian nuclear force also reflected a mood
that the country should
depend more on itself and less on outsiders'. 12 Sisir Gupta, an Indian diplomat and
depend more on itself and less on outsiders'.12 Sisir Gupta, an Indian diplomat and
1965 referred
referred toto India
Indiaasas the
the 'sixth
'sixthPower
Power ininaaworld
worldwhere
whereonly
onlyfive
fiveare
are
academic, inin 1965
academic,
recognized
to
be
great'
and
suggested
that
India
could
'either
enter
the
club
by
to be great' and suggested
that India could 'either enter the club by
recognized
defying
the
world
and
making
a
bomb
or
see
to
it
that
the
bomb
as
a
status
symbol
a bomb or see to it that the bomb as a status symbol
defying the world and making
loses its
its significance
significance because
because ofof effective
effective progress
progress towards
towards disarmament'.
disarmament'.HeHewas
was
loses
sceptical
regarding
the
latter
option
because
'military
capability
remains
the
most
'military capability remains the most
sceptical regarding the latter option because
important source
sourceofofa acountry's
country's status,
status,prestige
prestigeand
andpower'.13
power' .13
important
99
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State:Political
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Developmentand
andIndia's
India'sForeign
ForeignPolicy
Policyunder
underIndira
Indira
Shashi
Gandhi, 1966-1977
1966-1977 (New
(NewDelhi:
Delhi:Vikas,
Vikas, 1982),
1982),p.p. 88.
88.
Gandhi,
10
10 Quoted in
inHoyt,
Hoyt, 'Rising
'RisingRegional
RegionalPowers'
Powers' (our
(our italics),
italics),p.p. 69.
69.See
Seealso
alsoV.VK.K.R.R.V.VRao,
Rao,The
TheCurrent
Current
Quoted
IndianCrisis:
Crisis:Darkness
DarknessBefore
BeforeDawn
Dawn (Allahabad:
(Allahabad:Vohra,
Vohra, 1984).
1984).
Indian
11
11 Surjit Mansingh,India's
India'sSearch
SearchforPower:
Power: Indira
IndiraGandhi's
Gandhi'sForeign
ForeignPolicy,
Policy, 1966-1982
1966-1982 (New
(NewDelhi:
Delhi:
Surjit Mansingh,
for
Sage, 1984), p. 59. See also RameshThakur,
Thakur,The
ThePolitics
Politicsand
andEconomics
EconomicsofofIndia's
India'sForeign
ForeignPolicy
Policy
Sage, 1984), p. 59. See also Ramesh
(New York: St. Martin's, 1994),
1994),pp.
pp. 101,
101, 106-7;
106-7;Smith,
Smith,India's
India'sAdAdHoc
HocArsenal,
Arsenal,pp.
pp. 187,
187, 189.
189.
(New York: St. Martin's,
12
12H.H.
Brands,India
Indiaand
and the
theUnited
UnitedStates:
States:The
TheCold
ColdPeace
Peace (Boston:
(Boston:Twayne,
Twayne, 1990),
1990),pp.
pp.220-1.
220-1. Smith
Smith
W.WBrands,
suggests that Nehru too
too 'recognized
'recognizedhow
howmuch
muchpolitical
politicalpower
powerwas
wascommensurate
commensuratewith
withnuclear
nuclear
suggests that Nehru
weapons',despite
despiteaagreat
greatdeal
dealofofambivalence
ambivalenceabout
about India's
India'spursuing
pursuingaanuclear
nuclearoption.
option. See
SeeSmith,
Smith,
weapons',
13
13

India'sAdAdHoc
HocArsenal,
Arsenal,pp.
pp. 179-80.
179-80.
India's

SisirGupta,
Gupta,India
Indiaand
and the
theInternational
InternationalSystem,
System, edited
editedbybyM.M. S.S.Rajan
Rajanand
andShivaji
ShivajiGanguly
Ganguly (New
(New
Sisir
1981),p.p. 243.
243.
Delhi:Vikas,
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In addition
addition toto enhancing
enhancing India
India in
in the
the eyes
eyes ofof the
the international
international community,
community,
In
domestic
weapons
production
seems
to
have
been
partly
motivated
by
the
desire to
seems to have been partly motivated
domestic weapons
production
by the desire to
enhance
India
in
the
eyes
of
Indians
themselves.
Again,
this
is
a
recurrent
theme
in
enhance India in the eyes of Indians themselves. Again,
this is a recurrent theme in
under
Indira
Gandhi.
One
concern
has
been
with
the
scientific
and
defence
policy
defence policy under Indira Gandhi. One concern has been with the scientific and
industrial community.
community. In
In aa 1968
1968 interview,
interview,Gandhi
Gandhi lamented
lamented that
that 'our
'our intellectuals,
intellectuals,
industrial
our
industrialists
and
businessmen
do
not
yet
feel
proud
of
being
Indians'.
She
our industrialists
and businessmen
do not yet feel proud of being Indians'.14 14 She
Pokhran test
testbyby the
theneed
need 'for
'forour
our scientists
scientists totoknow
knowwhat
what they
they
would later
laterjustify
justify the
thePokhran
would
Of'.15 In
In 1992,
1992,Prime
PrimeMinister
MinisterRao
Rao referred
referred toto the
the successful
successful test
test (after
(after
are capable
capable of'.15
are
theaugmented
augmentedSpace
SpaceLaunch
LaunchVehicle
Vehicle (SLV)
(SLV)asas 'a
'amorale
moralebooster
booster
several failures)
failures) ofof the
several
for the
the scientific
scientific community'.16
community'.16After
AfterAgni-II
Agni-IIwas
was tested
tested in
inMay
May 1999,
1999, Vajpayee
for
Vajpayee
heralded the
the Indian
Indian scientific
scientific community
community asas 'second
'second toto none
none in
in the
theworld',
world',while
while
heralded
insisting
that
'all
of
us
can
truly
say
with
pride:
Jai
Vigyan
[Hail
Science]'
.17
us
can
that
'all
with
Jai
of
insisting
pride:
truly say
Vigyan
[Hail Science]'.17
Thepreoccupation
preoccupationwith
with self-image
self-imagehas
has been
been extended
extended toto the
thewhole
whole ofof India
India asas aa
The
Gandhi once
once
nation. Without
Without mentioning
mentioning any
any specific
specific weapons
weapons programmes,
programmes, Gandhi
nation.
commented that
that 'while
'whilewewemust
musthave
havearms
arms totodefend
defendour
ourcountry
countryfrom
fromany
anyaggression,
aggression,
commented
our ideals
ideals and
and
these arms,
arms, this
thismilitary
military strength
strengthmust
must bebe backed
backed byby conviction
conviction in
in our
these
confidence in
inourselves'.18
ourselves' .18Commensurate
Commensuratewith
with India's
India'spolicy
policyofofnonalignment,
nonalignment, she
shealso
also
confidence
wished for
for an
an Indian
Indian identity
identityunmolested
unmolestedbybyCold
ColdWar
Warpolitics:
politics: 'we
'wewanted
wanted [India]
[India] toto
wished
way-to choose
choose its
its own
own direction,
direction, toto choose
choose its
its own
own
be able
able toto grow
grow in
in its
its own
ownway?to
be
and
proud
of
personality'.19
There
are
nations,
like
India,
that
are
'sensitive,
assertive
are
are
like
that
assertive
and
nations,
'sensitive,
India,
proud of
personality'.19 There
their individual
individualpersonalities.
personalities....
What isis important
important isis that
thatwewe stand
standfor
forourselves'.20
ourselves'. 20
...What
their
All ofof this
this suggests
suggests that
that there
there are
aremultiple
multiple factors
factors driving
driving domestic
domesticweapons
weapons
All
and
space
programmes.
production
in
India,
including
the
weapons-related
nuclear
in India, including the weapons-related
nuclear and space programmes.
production
India's immediate
immediate security
securityenvironment,
environment,especially
especially its
itsenduring
enduringrivalry
rivalrywith
withPakistan
Pakistan
India's
and
its
often
hostile
relations
with
China,
is
perhaps
only
the
most
obvious.
India's
and its often hostile relations with China,
is perhaps only the most obvious. India's
programmes
are
also
motivated
by
the
hope
that
they
will
contribute
to
defence
are also motivated
to
defence programmes
by the hope that they will contribute
industrial
development
generally.
And,
most
importantly
for
our
purposes,
military
industrial development
importantly for our purposes, military
generally. And, most
industrialization has
has symbolic
symbolic meaning.
meaning. ItIt isis perceived
perceived byby Indian
Indian elites,
elites, and
and
industrialization
presumably
by
some
non-elites,
to
enhance
India's
autonomy
in
foreign
affairs,
and
some
to enhance India's autonomy
in foreign affairs, and
non-elites,
presumably by
ultimately
its
status
and
prestige
in
the
international
community.
It
is
also
seen
to
seen
its status and prestige in the international
It is also
to
ultimately
community.
enhance
the
self-confidence
of
the
scientific
and
technical
community
directly
involved
of the scientific and technical community directly involved
enhance the self-confidence
inweapons
weapons development
development and
and production,
production, and
and even
even the
the self-image
self-image ofof the
the entire
entire
in
Indian
nation.
These
themes
resurface
in
our
analysis
of
India
Today.
But
first
we
our
Indian nation. These themes resurface in
analysis of India Today. But first we
turn
to
IR
theory.
to
turn
IR theory.
Symbolsand
and international
internationalrelations
relations theory
theory

Symbols

Although there
there isis little
little explicit
explicit in
in the
the realist
realist literature
literature regarding
regarding symbolic
symbolicmotiv
motivAlthough
of
indigenous
arms
production
capacity,
nuclear
or
nonations
behind
the
pursuit
ations behind the pursuit of indigenous arms production
capacity, nuclear or non
14
14 NayantaraPandit
PanditSahgal,
Sahgal,Indira
IndiraGandhi's
Gandhi'sEmergence
Emergenceand
andStyle
Style (New
(NewDelhi:
Delhi:Vikas,
Vikas, 1978),
1978),p.p.40.
40.
Nayantara
15
15 Tharoor,Reasons
Reasons ofState,
State,p.p. 71.
71.
Tharoor,
of
16
16Adish
AdishC.C.Aggarwala,
Aggarwala,Prime
PrimeMinister
MinisterNarasimha
NarasimhaRao:
Rao:Scholar
ScholarPrime
PrimeMinister
Minister (New
(NewDelhi:
Delhi:Amish,
Amish,
p.
121.
1995),
1995), p. 121.
17
17 'India
'IndiaWants
WantsPeace
PeaceEverywhere:
Everywhere:PM',
PM',The
TheTimes
TimesofofIndia,
India, 2727May
May 1999.
1999.
18
18 Indira
IndiraGandhi,
Gandhi,India:
India:The
TheSpeeches
Speechesand
andReminiscences
ReminiscencesofofIndira
IndiraGandhi,
Gandhi,Prime
PrimeMinister
MinisterofofIndia
India

(Calcutta: Rupa, 1975),
1975),pp.
pp. 140-1.
140-1.
(Calcutta: Rupa,
19
19 Tharoor,Reasons
ReasonsofofState,
State,p.p. 88.
88.
Tharoor,
20
20 Pupul Jayakar,Indira
IndiraGandhi:
Gandhi:AnAnIntimate
IntimateBiography
Biography (New
(NewYork:
York:Pantheon,
Pantheon, 1992),
1992),p.p. 255.
255.
Pupul Jayakar,
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nuclear, there is nothing in
in realist
realist theory
theory that
that isis inconsistent
inconsistentwith
with such
such aa charac
characnuclear, there is nothing
terization
of
Indian
defence
industrial
policy.
But
a
more
serious
lapse,
something
terization of Indian defence industrial policy. But a more serious lapse, something
forwhich
which realism
realismhas
hasbeen
been rightly
rightlycriticized,
criticized, isis the
the failure
failure toto fully
fully examine
examine the
the source
source
for
of
those
motivations
(in
a
sense,
preferences)
and,
more
especially,
the
dynamic
the dynamic
of those motivations
and, more especially,
(in a sense, preferences)
relationship
between
states
as
actors
and
the
environment
within
which states
states
as
states
actors
within
and
the
environment
which
between
relationship
21 The question neglected by realists isnot
interact.
not
so
much
why
states
pursue
the
so much why states pursue the
interact.21 The question neglected by realists is

industrialization.
symbols of power in the form of, among other things, military industrialization.
symbols of power in the form of, among other things, military
Waltz,
in
fact,
has
a
perfectly
good
answer
to
that
question:
'The
close
juxtaposition
in fact, has a perfectly good answer to that question: The close juxtaposition
Waltz,
statespromotes
promotes their
their sameness
sameness through
through the
thedisadvantages
disadvantages that
thatarise
arise from
fromaafailure
failure
ofof states
to conform
conform toto successful
successfulpractices.
practices. .. .. ..The
The socialization
socialization ofofnonconformist
nonconformist states
states
to
is
set
by
the
extent
of
their
involvement
in
the
system'.22
That
proceeds
at
a
pace
that
a
set
extent
in
their
involvement
the
That
at
is
the
of
that
pace
by
system'.22
proceeds
is,
states,
at
minimum,
want
to
survive,
and
a
process
of
social
Darwinism
tells
them
a
want
to
Darwinism
tells
them
at
of
social
and
process
survive,
minimum,
is, states,
that possession
possession ofof symbols
symbols ofofpower
powerwill
will help
help them
them toto dodo that.
that.Rather,
Rather, the
themore
more
that
fundamentalquestion
questionneglected
neglectedbyby realism
realism is:
is:beyond
beyond the
theutility
utilityofof symbols
symbolsfor
for state
state
fundamental
behaviour,
what
do
they
say
about
the
meaning
of
statehood
itself?
itself?
about
the
of
statehood
what
do
behaviour,
meaning
they say
Constructivists,borrowing
borrowing from
from the
the 'institutional'
'institutional'approach
approach in
in sociology,
sociology, suggest
suggest
Constructivists,
that 'security
'security environments
environments in
inwhich
which states
states are
are embedded
embedded are
are inin important
important part
part
that

cultural and
and institutional'.
institutional'.These
These environments
environments 'affect
'affect not
not only
only the
the incentives
incentives for
for
cultural
statebehavior
behaviorbut
butalso
also the
thebasic
basiccharacter
characterofof states'?that
states'-that is,
is, state
state
differentkinds
kindsofof state
different
identity.23 This latter claim sets constructivismapart
apartnot
notonly
only from
from realism,
realism,but
butalso
also
identity.23 This latter claim sets constructivism
our attention
attention toto norms
norms and
and institutions
institutions inin
liberalism which,
which, while
while directing
directing our
liberalism

state identity.
identity.More
More
international relations,
relations,has
has little
little toto say
sayabout
about the
theconstruction
constructionofof state
international
important
than
taking
a
stand
on
the
neoliberal-neorealist
debate
about
the
impact
a
on
debate
about
the
stand
the neoliberal-neorealist
impact
important than taking

institutionsonon state
statebehaviour
behaviour isis the
theconstructivist
constructivistclaim
claim that
that social
social life,
life, including
including
ofof institutions
international
life,
is
'ideas
all
the
way
down'.24
That
is,
whether
power
matters
or
or
matters
international
life, is 'ideas all the way down'.24 That is, whether power
whether
institutions
matter,
the
effects
of
both
operate
through
their
impact
on
the
on
the
institutions matter, the effects of both operate through their impact
whether
understandings, expectations,
expectations, and
and knowledge
knowledge shared
shared byby states.
states. States
States not
not only
only
understandings,
behave (exert
(exert power,
power, join
join institutions)
institutions) in
in accordance
accordancewith
with cues
cues received
received from
from the
the
behave
structure
of
shared
knowledge
(or
'global
culture')
of
which
they
are
part,
they
are
are
are
structure of shared knowledge
part, they
(or 'global culture') of which they
25

also defined
defined oror constituted
constituted byby that
that structure.25
structure. Demonstrating
Demonstrating the
the social
social construc
construcalso
tion
of
state
identity,
as
opposed
simply
to
state
behaviour,
represents
a major
tion of state identity, as opposed
represents a major
simply to state behaviour,
challenge
for
empirically
inclined
scholars
working
within
this
tradition.
It
requires
inclined scholars working within this tradition. It requires
challenge for empirically
21
21

SeeAlexander
AlexanderWendt,
Wendt, 'The
'TheAgent-Structure
Agent-StructureProblem
Problem inin International
InternationalRelations
RelationsTheory',
Theory',
See
InternationalOrganization,
Organization,4141 (1987),
(1987),pp.
pp. 335-70.
335-70.
International
22
22Kenneth
KennethWaltz,
Waltz,Theory
TheoryofofInternational
InternationalPolitics
Politics (Reading,
(Reading,MA:
MA:Addison-Wesley,
Addison-Wesley, 1979),
1979),pp.
pp. 128,
128,
Actually,Waltz
Waltz isis referring
referring toto the
theprocess
processbybywhich
which states
states learn
learnbalancing
balancingbehaviour,
behaviour,asas
74-77.Actually,
74-77.
opposed totobandwagoning,
bandwagoning,but
but socialization
socialization isis said
said toto explain
explain the
the learning
learningofofother
otherforms
formsofof
opposed
behaviourhighlighted
highlightedbyby realists.
realists.For
Foraadiscussion
discussionofof the
the impact
impactononmilitary
militarydoctrine,
doctrine, see
seeBarry
Barry
behaviour

Posen,The
TheSources
Sourcesofof
MilitaryDoctrine:
Doctrine:France,
France,Britain,
Britain, and
andGermany
Germanybetween
between the
theWorld
WorldWars
Wars
Military
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell UniversityPress,
Press, 1984).
1984).
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
23
23 Jeppersonetet aI., 'Norms, Identity,and
andCulture
Culture ininNational
NationalSecurity',
Security',p.p. 33.
33. See
Seealso
alsoMartha
Martha
al., 'Norms, Identity,
Jepperson
Posen,

Finnemore, 'Norms,
'Norms,Culture,
Culture,and
andWorld
WorldPolitics:
Politics: Insights
Insightsfrom
from Sociology's
Sociology's Institutionalism',
Institutionalism',
Finnemore,
InternationalOrganization,
Organization, 5050 (1996),
(1996),pp.
pp. 325^7,
325--47,who
whodetails
detailsconstructivism's
constructivism's roots
roots inin institutionalist
institutionalist
International
sociology.

sociology.
24
24Alexander
AlexanderWendt,
Wendt,Social
SocialTheory
TheoryofofInternational
InternationalPolitics
Politics (Cambridge:
(Cambridge:Cambridge
CambridgeUniversity
UniversityPress,
Press,
1999),
ch.
3.
Constructivists,
at
least
some,
suggest
that
their
approach
should
ultimately
subsume
at
that
their
should
subsume
ch.
3.
least
some,
Constructivists,
1999),
suggest
approach
ultimately
both realism
realismand
and liberalism
liberalism inindelineating
delineating the
theconditions
conditionsunder
underwhich
which state
statebehaviour
behaviourhighlighted
highlightedbyby
both

SeeJepperson
Jeppersonetetal.,
aI., 'Norms,
'Norms, Identity,
Identity,and
andCulture
Culture ininNational
NationalSecurity',
Security',
these latter
latter theories
theoriesoperate.
operate.See
these
pp.68-72.
pp. 68-72.
25
25 Wendt, 'The
'TheAgent-Structure
Agent-StructureProblem
Problem inin International
InternationalRelations
RelationsTheory';
Theory';Anthony
AnthonyGiddens,
Giddens,The
The
Wendt,
ConstitutionofofSociety:
Society:Outline
Outlineofofthe
theTheory
TheoryofofStructuration
Structuration (Cambridge:
(Cambridge:Polity
PolityPress,
Press, 1984).
1984).
Constitution
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distinguishing between,
between, on
on the
the one
one hand,
hand, states
states behaving
behaving in
in ways
ways international
international
distinguishing
society
tells
them
to
and,
on
the
other
hand,
states
just
being.
26
society tells them to and, on the other hand, states just being.26
The relevance
relevance ofof constructivist
constructivist theory
theory generally
generally isis the
the prominence
prominence given
given toto
The
action-or the
the symbols
symbols ofof state
state identity.
identity. IfIf state
state
symbolic motivations for
for state
state action?or
symbolic motivations
and
not
taken
as
given,
then
constructivism
preferences
are
to
be
problematized
are
as
to
not
be
and
taken
then
constructivism
preferences
problematized
given,

seems more
more inclined
inclined than
than realism
realism toto entertain
entertain the
the possibility
possibility that
that symbolic
symbolic
seems
motivations,
and
not
just
material
interests,
are
significant
forces
behind
military
are
not
and
material
forces
behind
motivations,
interests,
just
significant
military
industrialization. Suchman
Suchman and
andEyre
Eyredraw
draw our
our attention
attention toto symbolic
symbolicmotivations
motivations in
in
industrialization.
arms import
import patterns
patterns in
in the
theThird
ThirdWorld.
World.These
These patterns
patterns are
are
their examination
examination ofof arms
their

puzzling because very high-end equipment acquisitions, common
common in
in the
theThird
ThirdWorld,
World,
puzzling because very high-end equipment acquisitions,
are not
not obviously
obviously the
themost
most appropriate
appropriate from
from either
either aamilitary
military oror an
an economic
economic
are
viewpoint. Suchman
Suchman and
andEyre
Eyre suggest
suggestwewe look
look toto the
the 'metonymical
'metonymical iconography ofof
viewpoint.
iconography

the global
global cultural
cultural order',
order',which
which teaches
teaches states
states toto covet
covet advanced
advancedweaponry
weaponry not
not
the
necessarily
for
its
destructive
efficiency,
but
for
its
'symbolic
throw
weight'.
State
for
its
destructive
but
for
its
throw
State
necessarily
efficiency,
'symbolic
weight'.
'an essentially
essentially "ritualistic"
"ritualistic" ....
belief in
inmilitaries
militaries and
and
preferences are
are shaped
shaped byby 'an
. . belief
preferences

modernweaponry
weaponryasasdistinguishing
distinguishing emblems
emblemsofof the
themodern
modernnation-state'.27
nation-state'.27 Military
modern
Military

and force
force structuring
structuringexhibit
exhibit 'technologism',
'technologism',oror the
the 'symbolic
'symbolicvaluation
valuation
procurementand
procurement
advanced over
over alternative
alternative technology',
technology',which
whichmay
may bebe less
less than
than optimal
optimal inin the
the
ofof advanced
28

The acquisition
acquisition and,
and,ultimately,
ultimately, the
theproduction
productionofofadvanced
advanced
ThirdWorld
World context.28
context. The
Third
an
important
feature
of
state
identity.
According
to
Sagan,
weaponry
becomes
an
becomes
feature of state identity. According
to Sagan,
weaponry
important

'military organizations and
and their
theirweapons
weapons can
can therefore
therefore bebe envisioned
envisioned asas serving
serving
'military organizations
functions
similar
to
those
of
flags,
airlines,
and
Olympic
teams:
they
are
part
functions
similar to those of flags, airlines, and Olympic
teams: they are part ofof
what
modern
states
believe
they
have
to
possess
to
be
legitimate,
modern states'.29
states'.29
states believe they have to possess to be legitimate, modern
what modern
A
similar
claim
has
been
advanced
for
some
time
by
those
who
study
the arms
arms
A similar claim has been advanced for some time by those who study the
trade.Kaldor,
Kaldor, for
for instance,
instance,maintains
maintains that
that 'the
'thepossession
possessionofofweapons
weapons systems
systemsallows
allows
trade.
for
an
ordering
of
international
military
relations,
conferring
political
influence,
an
for
relations, conferring
influence,
ordering of international military
political

merely through
through perceptions
perceptions about
aboutmilitary
military power'.
power'. Participation
Participation in
in this
thisweapons
weapons
merely
system
thus
provides
'a
form
of
international
legitimacy
for
Third
World
govern'a form of international
system thus provides
govern
legitimacy for Third World
ments'.30
Symbols
are
also
central
in
certain
postmodern
accounts.
Luke,
for
are also central
ments'.30
in certain postmodern
accounts.
Luke, for
Symbols
example,
following
Jean
Baudrillard,
contends
that
'the
defence-industrial
network
contends
that 'the defence-industrial
network
example, following Jean Baudrillard,
produces strategic
strategicweapons
weaponsobjects
objects asas signs
signsmore
more than
than real
real engines
engines ofofdeath'
death' and
and
produces
further that
that 'a'avital
vital industrial
industrial capacity,
capacity, strong
strongR&D
R&D centers,
centers, growing
growing technological
technological
further
26
26On
On state
state identity
identity (the
(the 'character
'characterofof statehood')
statehood')and
and the
thedegree
degree totowhich
whichwewemight
mightbebeable
able toto
distinguish this
thisempirically
empiricallyfrom
from state
statebehaviour,
behaviour,which
whichrespects
respectsand
andreinforces
reinforcesexisting
existingnorms
normsofof state
state
distinguish
practice, see
seeJepperson
Jeppersonetetal.,
aI., 'Norms,
'Norms, Identity,
Identity,and
andCulture
Culture ininNational
NationalSecurity',
Security',
sovereigntyororpractice,
sovereignty
27
27

pp.35-6.
35-6.
pp.

See, respectively,
respectively,Suchman
Suchmanand
andEyre,
Eyre, 'Military
'MilitaryProcurement
ProcurementasasRational
RationalMyth',
Myth',pp.
pp. 149-50,
149-50, 154,
154,and
and
See,
ConventionalWeapons',
Weapons',p.p.92.
92.
Eyre and Suchman, 'Status,
'Status,Norms,
Norms,and
and the
theProliferation
ProliferationofofConventional
Eyre and Suchman,
28
28Alexander
AlexanderWendt
Wendtand
andMichael
MichaelBarnett,
Barnett, 'Dependent
'DependentState
StateFormation
Formationand
andThird
ThirdWorld
World
ReviewofofInternational
InternationalStudies,
Studies, 19
19 (1993),
(1993),p.p. 339.
339.Luckham
Luckhamrefers
refers toto 'fetishism
'fetishismofof the
the
Militarization',Review
Militarization',
SeeRobin
RobinLuckham,
Luckham, 'Armament
'ArmamentCulture',
Culture',
weapon',Albrecht
Albrechtand
andKaldor
Kaldortoto 'technology
'technologyfetishism'.
fetishism'.See
weapon',
Alternatives, 10
10 (1984),
(1984),pp.
pp. 1^44,
1-44,and
andUlrich
UlrichAlbrecht
Albrechtand
andMary
MaryKaldor,
Kaldor, 'Introduction',
'Introduction', ininMary
Mary
Alternatives,
TheWorld
World
MilitaryOrder:
Order:The
TheImpact
Impactofof
Military
Technology
on the
the
Kaldorand
andAsbjorn
Asbj0rnEide
Eide (eds.),
(eds.),The
Kaldor
on
Military
Technology
Military
ThirdWorld
World (New
(NewYork:
York:Praeger,
Praeger, 1979).
1979).See
Seealso
alsoMichael
MichaelBarnett
Barnettand
andAlexander
Alexander
Wendt, 'The
'The
Third
Wendt,

DependentMilitarization',
Militarization', ininBrian
BrianL.L.Job
Job (ed.),
(ed.),The
TheInsecurity
InsecurityDilemma:
Dilemma:
SystemicSources
SourcesofofDependent
Systemic
NationalSecurity
SecurityofofThird
ThirdWorld
WorldStates
States (Boulder,
(Boulder,CO:
CO:Lynne
LynneRienner,
Rienner, 1992)
1992)and
andHerbert
Herbert
Wulf,
National
Wulf,

andPossible
PossibleAlternative
AlternativeConcepts',
Concepts', ininStephanie
StephanieG.G.Neuman
Neuman
'Dependent Militarism inin the
thePeriphery
Peripheryand
'Dependent Militarism
andRobert
RobertE.E.Harkavy
Harkavy (eds.),
(eds.),Arms
ArmsTransfers
Transfers inin the
theModern
ModernWorld
World(New
(NewYork:
York:Praeger,
Praeger, 1979).
1979).
and
29
29 Scott
ScottD.D.Sagan,
Sagan, 'Why
'WhydodoStates
StatesBuild
BuildNuclear
Nuclear
Weapons?Three
ThreeModels
Models ininSearch
SearchofofaaBomb',
Bomb',
Weapons?
InternationalSecurity,
Security,2121 (1996/7),
(1996/7),p.p.74.
74.
International
30
30 Mary Kaldor,The
TheBaroque
BaroqueArsenal
Arsenal(New
(NewYork,
York, 1981),
1981),p.p. 144.
144.
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capabilities, increasing
increasingdefence
defencebudgets,
budgets, and
and constant
constant improvements
improvements in
in the
the defence
defencecapabilities,
industrial
network
are
a
sign-set
that
must
appear
in
the
display
of
superpower
signindustrial network are a sign-set that must appear in the display of superpower sign
exchange
values'.
31
Such
observations
apply
to
aspiring
powers
like
India
as
well.
exchange values'.31 Such observations
apply to aspiring powers like India as well.
states-in
effect,
copies
Indeed,
the
advanced
weaponry
produced
by
Third
World
states?in
Indeed, the advanced weaponry produced by Third World
effect, copies ofof
the
signs
themselves-would
seem
to
be
a
good
example
of
Baudrillard's
'simulacra'.
seem to be a good example of Baudrillard's
'simulacra'.
the signs themselves?would
If
military
industrialization
is
a
socially
constructed
symbol
of
modern
statehood,
If military
is a socially constructed
industrialization
statehood,
symbol of modern
then
the
agents
of
socialization
can
be
found
in
the
training
of
Third
World
military
can be found in the training of Third World military
then the agents of socialization
elites,
first
by
their
colonial
authorities
and
then,
during
the
Cold
War,
by
both
sides
elites, first by their colonial authorities and then, during the Cold War, by both sides
in the
theEast-West
East-West competition.
competition.The
Theprocess
process also
also operates
operates through
through the
the international
international
in
arms trade
trade itself,
itself, since
since '[t]he
'[t]he joint
jointpossession
possession ofofweapons
weapons systems
systems and
and appropriate
appropriate
arms

organisation creates
creates agreement
agreement about
about what
what constitutes
constitutesmilitary
military power'.32
power'. 32More
More
generally,
according
to
this
perspective,
states
like
India
adopt
preferences
for
to
states
like
India
this
for
generally,
perspective,
adopt preferences
according
weapons-and,wewewould
would add,
add, the
the capacity
capacity totomanufacture
manufacture them?by
them-by
advancedweapons?and,
advanced
virtue ofofbeing
being embedded
embedded inin aa particular
particular global
global culture
culture oror 'world
'worldmilitary
military order',
order',
virtue
through
which
'symbols
and
meanings
prevalent
in
advanced
capitalist
societies
are
are
in
which
and
advanced
societies
through
meanings
prevalent
capitalist
'symbols
imposed
on
other
societies'.
33 Empirical researchers
researchers
have
sought
to
link
the
moveon
move
to
have
link
other
the
societies'.33
sought
Empirical
imposed
immerment toward
toward isomorphism
isomorphism ininmilitary
militaryprocurement
procurementpatterns
patterns toto the
the extent
extentofof immer
ment
and Suchman
Suchman observe
observe aa correlation
correlationbetween
between
sion inin this
this global
global culture.
culture.Thus,
Thus,Eyre
Eyre and
sion
thepossession
possessionofof symbolically
symbolically significant
significantweaponry,
weaponry, like
like supersonic
supersonicaircraft,
aircraft, and
and the
the
the
state'smembership
membership in
in international
internationalgovernmental
governmentalorganizations.34
organizations. 34
state's
Rarely, perhaps never, have analysts adopting a sociological perspective taken
taken the
the
Rarely, perhaps never, have analysts adopting a sociological perspective
position
that
the
forces
driving
Third
World
arms
acquisitions
or
military
industrialarms
or
that
the
forces
Third
World
industrial
position
driving
military
acquisitions
morematerial
materialororfunctional
functional concerns.
concerns.
izationare
are solely
solely symbolic
symbolic toto the
the exclusion
exclusionofofmore
ization
(Here
is
the
distinction
between
weaponry
and
other
more
thoroughly
symbolic
more
is
the
distinction
between
and
other
weaponry
(Here
symbolic
thoroughly
objects
like
national
flags.)
The
empirical
task
for
social
constructivism
is
therefore
The
like
national
task
for
social
constructivism
is therefore
objects
flags.)
empirical
It
requires
not
only
demonstrating
that
symbolic
rather
difficult
in
this
context.
context.
not
in
It
rather difficult
this
that symbolic
requires
only demonstrating
concernsdodo inin fact
factmotivate
motivate state
statebehaviour
behaviour (and
(and inhere
inhere in
in state
state identity),
identity), but
but also
also
concerns
overcoming
a
realist
bias
in
security
analysis
which
favours
explanations
resting
a
realist bias in security analysis which favours explanations
overcoming
resting
states.
upon the
thematerial
material interests
interestsofof states.
upon
this stage,
stage,wewe are
are not
notprepared
prepared totoweigh
weigh in
inwith
with aaposition
position ononwhich
which assort
assortAtAt this
ment
of
material
and
symbolic
motivations
provide
the
best
causal
explanation
for
ment of material
and symbolic motivations
for
provide the best causal explanation
India's
indigenous
arms-production
programme.
We
emphasize
symbolic
factors
in
India's indigenous arms-production
programme. We emphasize
symbolic factors in
this
article
not
because
we
have
concluded
that
these
are
most
important,
but
we
are
most
this article not because
have concluded
that these
but
important,
becausewewe believe
believe they
theywarrant
warrantmore
more attention
attention than
than they
they currently
currently receive
receive inin the
the
because
security
literature,
especially
on
the
topic
of
conventional
arms
procurement.
on
arms
the topic of conventional
IfIf
procurement.
security literature, especially
symbolic
and
material
motivations
predicted
fundamentally
different
forms
and material
motivations
different
forms ofof
symbolic
predicted
fundamentally
behaviour,
the
task
of
assessing
the
causal
significance
of
symbolic
motivations
the task of assessing
the causal significance
of symbolic motivations
behaviour,
would not
not bebe soso hard.
hard. If,
If, for
for example,
example, regional
regional security
security and
and domestic
domestic economic
economic
would
organisation

31
31

Timothy Luke, 'What's Wrong With Deterrence? A Semiotic Interpretation of National Security

'What's Wrong With Deterrence?
A Semiotic
of National
Luke,
Interpretation
Security
Shapiro (eds.),
(eds.),International)'Intertextual
International!IntertextualRelations:
Relations:
Policy', ininJames
JamesDer
DerDerian
Derianand
andMichael
MichaelJ.1.Shapiro
Policy',
WorldPolitics
Politics (Lexington,
(Lexington,MA,
MA, 1989),
1989),pp.
pp.224,
224,225.
225. See
Seealso
alsoJean
Jean
PostmodernReadings
ReadingsofofWorld
Postmodern
Timothy

Baudrillard,Simulations
Simulations (New
(NewYork:
York: Semiotext(e),
Semiotext(e), 1983).
1983).
Baudrillard,
32
32 Kaldor,The
TheBaroque
BaroqueArsenal
Arsenal(New
(NewYork:
York:Hill
Hilland
andWang,
Wang, 1981),
1981),p.p. 144.
144.See
Seealso
alsoA.F.
A.F.Mullins,
Mullins, Jr.,
Jr.,
Kaldor,
BornArming:
Arming:Development
Developmentand
and
Military
Power
in
New
States
(Stanford,
CA:
Stanford
University
Born
in
Power
New
States
CA:
Stanford
(Stanford,
Military
University
33
33

34
34

andLuckham,
Luckham,Armament
'ArmamentCulture'.
Culture'.
Press, 1987), especiallych.
ch.2,2,and
Press, 1987), especially
Luckham,Armament
'ArmamentCulture',
Culture',p.p. 32.
32.The
Thenotion
notionofofaa 'world
'worldmilitary
militaryorder'
order' isisbroached
broachedbybyAlbrecht
Albrecht
Luckham,
WorldMilitary
MilitaryOrder,
Order,and
anddiscussed
discussedatatgreater
greater length
length ininKaldor,
Kaldor,
andKaldor
Kaldor inin their
their introduction
introduction totoWorld
and
TheBaroque
BaroqueArsenal.
Arsenal.
The
Eyreand
andSuchman,
Suchman, 'Status,
'Status,Norms,
Norms,and
and the
theProliferation
ProliferationofofConventional
ConventionalWeapons'.
Weapons'.
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considerations incline
incline Indian
Indian leaders
leaders toto purchase
purchaseweaponry
weaponry from
from abroad,
abroad, while
while
considerations
them
to
make
their
own,
the
relative
importance
symbolic
motivations
propel
to
motivations
them
make
their
the
relative
ofof
own,
symbolic
propel
importance
these various
various factors
factorsmight
might bebe readily
readily apparent
apparent through
through an
an examination
examination ofof Indian
Indian
these

weapons procurement
procurementpatterns.
patterns. Indeed,
Indeed, some
some Indian
Indian critics
critics ofof indigenization
indigenizationpoint
point
weapons
to both
both the
the excessive
excessive costs
costs and
and the
the lacklustre
lacklustre performance
performance ofof some
some ofof India's
India's
to
weapons systems
systemsasas evidence
evidence that
thatmilitary
military security
securityand
and economics
economicscall
call for
for continued
continued
weapons

foreign purchases, arguing
arguing that
that national
national pride
pride and
and international
international prestige
prestige alone
alone
foreign purchases,
arms
production.
Nevertheless,
provide
the
(misguided)
rationale
for
domestic
arms
the
rationale
for
domestic
itit isis
provide
(misguided)
production. Nevertheless,
clear from
from public
public discussion
discussion and
and debate
debate that
thatmany
many Indians
Indianshave
have found
found compelling
compelling
clear
and security
security environment,
environment, soso
reasons for
for indigenization
indigenization in
in the
the country's
country's economic
economic and
reasons
that symbolic
symbolicmotivations
motivationswould
wouldappear
appear totoexist
existalongside
alongside these
theseasas the
thedriving
drivingforces
forces
that
behind
military
industrialization.
These
are
predominantly
complementary,
not
are
not
behind military
industrialization.
These
predominantly
complementary,

countervailing, forces.
forces.
countervailing,
is
a
another
problem associated
associatedwith
with trying
trying toto assess
assess the
the causal
causal import
import ofof
There
a
There is another problem
symbolic
and
non-symbolic
motivations
for
Indian
arms
production.
In
contrasting
In contrasting
for Indian arms production.
motivations
symbolic and non-symbolic

symbolic considerationswith
with 'material',
'material', 'functional',
'functional', oror 'rational'
'rational' ones,
ones,wewe dodo not
not
symbolic considerations
mean
to
imply
that
international
recognition
or
national
pride
are
in
fact
inconsemean
or national pride are in fact inconse
to imply that international
recognition
quential to Indian national security. Enhanced prestige has a real impact on the way
quential to Indian national security. Enhanced prestige has a real impact on the way
on security-related
security-relatedmatters,
matters,which
which
the international
internationalcommunity
community interacts
interactswith
withaa state
stateon
the

why India
Indiaand
andmany
manyother
other states
states covet
covet it.
it.AAunified
unified and
and confident
confident self-image
self-image asas aa
isiswhy
nation-the
domestic
side
of
international
status
and
prestige-has
consequences
asas
status and prestige?has
nation?the
domestic
side of international
consequences
to
be
decisive
in
their
well,
especially
in
a
democracy,
because
leaders
are
encouraged
to be decisive in their
well, especially in a democracy, because leaders are encouraged

international dealings.
dealings.Thus,
Thus, ascertaining
ascertainingwhether
whether real
real security
security implications
implications follow
follow
international
cannot
serve
as
a
basis
upon
which
to
judge
from
India's
military-industrial
efforts
from India's military-industrial
efforts cannot serve as a basis upon which to judge
the relative
relative importance
importanceofof symbolic
symbolicand
andnon-symbolic
non-symbolicfactors.
factors.
the

Weaponsproduction
productionand
andpublic
publicdiscourse
discourse ininIndia
India

Weapons

Since symbolism
symbolismcan
canmotivate
motivate the
the same
samebehaviour
behaviourasasdoes
does 'rational'
'rational'military
military calcul
calculSince
ation
or
industrial
policy,
we
must
look
beyond
that
behaviour
in
order
to
judge
ation or industrial policy, we must
in order to judge
look beyond that behaviour
competing
explanations
for
what
drives
it.
We
cannot
begin
to
do
so
until
symbolic
for what drives it.We cannot begin to do so until symbolic
competing
explanations
rationales for
for indigenous
indigenous arms
arms production
production are
aremore
more adequately
adequately documented.
documented. For
For
rationales
this
reason
our
analysis
is
more
descriptive
than
causal.
Our
findings,
while
they
may
than causal. Our findings, while they may
this reason our analysis ismore descriptive

explanationsofofmilitary
militaryprocurement
procurement that
that emphasize
emphasize the
the role
role ofof
lend themselves
themselves toto explanations
lend
symbolism,
could
figure
in
alternative
theoretical
accounts.
In
short,
we
are
in alternative
accounts.
In short, we are
could figure
theoretical
symbolism,
what
we
feel
is
a
neglected
variable
in
security
analysis,
but
we
are
describing
in security analysis, but we are
what we feel is a neglected
variable
describing

deferring to subsequent research a firm conclusion regarding
regarding the
the causal
causal significance
significance
deferring to subsequent research a firm conclusion
symbols relative
relative totoother
othermotivating
motivatingforces.
forces.However,
However,wewewill
willbebeable
able toto comment
comment
ofof symbols
on the
the relative
relativeprominence
prominenceofof symbolic
symbolic imagery
imagery compared
compared toto other
other seemingly
seeminglymore
more
on
functional rationales
rationales for
formilitary
military industrialization
industrialization asas reflected
reflected in
in India's
India's public
public
functional

discourse.
Researchers have
havenot
not devoted
devotedmuch
much attention
attention toto documenting
documenting evidence
evidence for
for the
the
Researchers
symbolic
motivations
driving
state
behaviour,
especially
patterns
of
weapons
acquisstate
of
motivations
behaviour, especially patterns
weapons
driving
symbolic
acquis
forego the
the empirical
empirical analysis
analysis ofof symbols
symbols since
since
ition.Realists
Realistsmight
might bebe expected
expected toto forego
ition.
they
are
assumed
to
playa
minor
role
in
the
utility
functions
of
states.
Also,
as
we
a
as
are
we
to
in
states.
role
the
assumed
minor
functions
of
Also,
utility
they
play
pointed out
out and
and asaswewe shall
shall emphasize
emphasize again
again later,
later,much
much ofof the
the symbolic
symbolic
have pointed
have
discourse.
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imagery present
present in
in Indian
Indian discourse
discourse relates
relates toto the
the nation's
nation's image
image ofof itself.
itself. This
This
preoccupationmay
mayhave
havemuch
much totododowith
withdomestic
domesticculture
cultureand
andpolitical
politicalhistory,
history, and
and
preoccupation
such internal
internal characteristics
characteristics ofof states
states receive
receive scant
scant attention
attention in
in realist
realist analysis,
analysis,
such
especially in structural realism. A full account of the role of symbols in motivating
especially in structural realism. A full account of the role of symbols in motivating
armsprocurement
procurementororother
otherforms
formsofof state
statebehaviour
behaviour invites
invitesaa line
lineofof inquiry
inquiry typically
typically
arms
35
rejected
as
unproductive
by
realists.
rejected as unproductive
by realists.35
Social constructivists,
constructivists, while
while in
in principle
principle receptive
receptive toto the
the documentation
documentation ofof
Social
symbolic motivations, have
have anticipated
anticipated aa bias
bias in
in the
the empirical
empirical evidence.
evidence. Suchman
Suchman
symbolic motivations,
andEyre
Eyreworry
worry that
that 'locating
'locating empirical
empirical evidence
evidence ofofnonrational
nonrational decision
decisionmaking
making
and
poses
a
significant
methodological
problem,
particularly
for
investigators
employing
a
for
poses
significant methodological
problem, particularly
investigators employing
'rationalmyth'
myth' associated
associatedwith
withmilitary
military
case-study techniques'.
techniques'. Since
Since there
there isis aa 'rational
case-study
and
planning
itself,
an
analysis
of
public
justifications
for
weapons
strategy
an
and
of
for
itself,
weapons
strategy
planning
analysis
public
justifications
purchases and, by extension, indigenous
indigenousweapons
weapons production
production 'is
'is far
farmore
more likely
likely toto
purchases and, by extension,
find evidence
evidence ofof strategic,
strategic, factional,
factional, oror geopolitical
geopolitical logic
logic than
than itit isis toto uncover
uncover
find
affirmations ofof ritual
ritual conformity'.36
conformity'. 36While
Whilewewe acknowledge
acknowledge this
thispotential
potentialbias,
bias,wewe
affirmations
arenot
not quite
quite sosopessimistic
pessimistic about
about observing
observing symbolic,
symbolic, 'nonrational'
'nonrational'motivations
motivations inin
are
thepublic
publicdiscourse
discourseononweapons
weaponsproduction.
production.What
Whatwewe see
seemay
mayonly
onlybebe the
the tip
tipofof the
the
the
iceberg,
but
what
is
observable
provides
a
wealth
of
insight-enough,
we
believe,
to
a
we
is
but
what
observable
wealth
of
believe, to
iceberg,
provides
insight?enough,
justify
continued
exploration
both
above
and
below
the
surface.
continued
both
above
and
below
the
surface.
justify
exploration
We examine
examine India
IndiaToday,
Today, aaweekly
weeklynews
newsmagazine,
magazine, in
in an
an effort
effort toto document
document the
the
We
We
symbolic
motivations
behind
the
country's
indigenous
weapons
programmes.
behind
the
We
motivations
programmes.
country's
indigenous weapons
symbolic
choose India
IndiaToday
Today because
because itit isis India's
India'smost
most popular
popularweekly
weekly and
and thus
thus provides
provides aa
choose
large
window
through
which
we
can
examine
the
public
discourse
on
military
we
can
on
examine
the public discourse
large window
through which
military
It
is
read
by
a
large
cross-section
of
Indian
society
and
canbebe
industrialization.
a
industrialization.
It is read by
of Indian society and can
large cross-section
of
India's
burgeoning
middle
classes.
Its
political
expected
to
capture
the
imagery
classes. Its political
expected to capture the imagery of India's burgeoning middle
outlook isisvery
verymuch
muchmainstream,
mainstream, though
though its
its contributors
contributors are
arebybynonomeans
meansneutral
neutral
outlook
on the
the contentious
contentious issues
issues that
that become
become subjects
subjects ofof public
public debate.
debate. India
India Today
Today isis
on
sometimescritical,
critical, sometimes
sometimes supportive
supportiveofofofficial
official Indian
Indianpolicy,
policy,but
but rarely
rarelyextreme
extreme
sometimes
in
its
news
reporting
or
opinions.
As
a
tool
for
profiling
the
whole
range
of
or opinions. As a tool for profiling
in its news reporting
the whole
range of
motivations
for
Indian
arms
production,
there
is
probably
no
better
single
source
motivations
for Indian arms production,
there is probably no better single source ofof
information.
India
Today
is
also
a
credible
source. ItIt isis read
read and
and cited
cited byby South
South
information.
India Today is also a credible source.
Asian
specialists
as
a
source
of
factual
information
and
for
insights
into
Indian
a
source
Asian
of factual information
and for insights into Indian
specialists as
public opinion and debate.
public opinion and debate.
Some information
information encountered
encountered inin India
India Today
Today conveys
conveys official
official positions
positions and
and
Some
policies
of
the
Indian
government
simply
because
these
are
often
the
subject
of
news
policies of the Indian government
simply because these are often the subject of news
reporting or analysis. Statements pertaining
pertaining toto Indian
Indian arms
arms production
productionmay
may bebe
reporting or analysis. Statements
attributed
to
government
officials,
military
leaders,
or
leading
figures
in
the
defence
attributed to government
officials, military
leaders, or leading figures in the defence
industry.
Others
represent
statements
of
fact
or
opinion
made
by
India
Today
or
statements
of fact
represent
industry. Others
opinion made
by India Today
reporters,
and
these
presumably
reflect
in
many
instances
the
views
of
the
magazine's
reporters, and these presumably reflect inmany instances the views of the magazine's
editors. In
In any
any event,
event,wewe are
are not
not terribly
terribly concerned
concernedwith
with examining
examining the
the official
official
editors.
imagery

35
35

Some researchers
researchershave
haveexplored
explored the
thedomestic
domesticpolitical
politicaland
andcultural
culturalbases
basesofof realpolitik
realpolitikbehaviour
behaviourbyby
Some
states. See,
See, for
for example,
example, Jack
JackSnyder,
Snyder,Myths
MythsofofEmpire:
Empire:Domestic
DomesticPolitics
Politicsand
andInternational
InternationalAmbition
Ambition
states.

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell UniversityPress,
Press, 1991)
1991)and
andAlastair
Alastair Iain
lainJohnson,
Johnson,Cultural
CulturalRealism:
Realism:Strategic
Strategic
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
ChineseHistory
History (Princeton,
(Princeton,NJ:
NJ:Princeton
PrincetonUniversity
UniversityPress,
Press, 1995).
1995).
Cultureand
andGrand
GrandStrategy
Strategy ininChinese
Culture
realpolitik (or
(oratat least
least some
someofof them)
them)within
within the
the state
statehas
hasbeen
beenviewed
viewed
Locating the
thedeterminants
determinantsofof realpolitik
Locating

by some as expanding the
the repertoire
repertoireofof realism,
realism,but
but such
suchaafocus
focus isisnot
notconsistent
consistentwith
with typical
typicalrealist
realist
by some as expanding
analysis.
analysis.
36
36 Suchman
Suchmanand
andEyre,
Eyre, 'Military
'MilitaryProcurement
ProcurementasasRational
RationalMyth',
Myth:,p.p. 151.
151.
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pronouncements justifying
justifying Indian
Indianmilitary
military industrialization.
industrialization. Indeed,
Indeed,wewe concur
concurwith
with
pronouncements
Suchman
and
Eyre
that
official
discourse
is
most
likely
to
be
biased
by
a
rationalist
Suchman and Eyre that official discourse
ismost
likely to be biased by a rationalist
37
myth.
What
we
want
to
examine
is
the
public
discourse.
Publicdiscourse,
discourse, itit seems
seems
we
want
to
What
examine
is
the
discourse.
Public
public
myth.37
to
us,
subsumes
(non-secret)
official
discourse,
and
therefore
paints
a
more
complete
to us, subsumes (non-secret) official discourse, and therefore paints a more complete
and aa less
less biased
biasedpicture
picture ofof the
the social
social forces
forcesmotivating
motivating the
the development
development ofof arms
arms
and
production capacity.

production
capacity.
We reviewed
reviewedallall issues
issuesofofIndia
IndiaToday
Today from
fromMay
May 1977
1977 totoApril
April 1999
1999and
and identified
identified
We
136 articles
articles devoted
devoted inin whole
whole oror inin part
part toto the
the issue
issue ofof indigenous
indigenous weapons
weapons
136

production that
thatalso
also contained
containedone
oneorormore
more statements
statements regarding
regarding the
themotivations
motivationsfor
for
production
India's domestic
domestic arms
arms production
production programmes.
programmes.Our
Our focus
focuswas
was conventional
conventional arms
arms
India's
production, although
although India's
India'snuclear
nuclear and
and space
spaceprogrammes
programmes are
are often
oftendiscussed
discussed inin
production,

the same
same articles
articles and
and are
are identified
identified asas being
being motivated
motivated byby the
the same
same set
set ofof
the
considerations.WeWehave
havealso
also reviewed
reviewedonline
online issues
issuesofof three
threeother
other Indian
Indian sources?a
sources-a
considerations.
fortnightly news magazine, Frontline, and two dailies, The HindustanTimes
Timesand
andThe
The
fortnightly news magazine, Frontline, and two dailies, The Hindustan
Hindu-in an
an attempt
attempt toto expose
expose any
any obvious
obvious biases
biases oror omissions
omissions inin India
India Today
Today
Hindu?in
reporting. We found none. The online availability of these sources is limited to the
reporting. We found none. The online availability of these sources is limited to the
more recent
recent period,
period,with
with nono issues
issues available
available before
before January
January 1996,
1996, but
but aa similar
similar
more
profile
emerges
from
each
of
them.
The
same
types
of
rationales
for
weapons
same
from
each
of
them.
The
of
rationales
for
weapons
types
profile emerges

indigenization revealed
revealedbybyIndia
IndiaToday
Today can
canbebefound
found inin these
theseother
otherpublications,
publications, and
and
indigenization
each type
type occupies
occupies roughly
roughly the
the same
same level
level ofof prominence
prominence asas inin India
India Today.
Today.WeWe
each
summarize these
these results
results inin the
theAppendix.
Appendix.
summarize
we
were
able
to
document
several types
types ofofmotivations
motivations for
for Indian
Indian arms
arms
Although
we
were
able to document
several
Although
production,
our
aim
is
to
present
a
variety
of
statements
representing
symbolic
a
our
aim is to present
production,
variety of statements
representing
symbolic

motivations.WeWe can,
can, however,
however, give
give some
some indication
indication ofof the
the relative
relative frequency
frequencywith
with
motivations.
of
motivations,
material
and
symbolic,
appear
in
the
public
which
the
various
types
which the various types of motivations,
material
and symbolic, appear in the public
discourse. OfOf the
the 136
136 articles
articles containing
containing justifications
justifications for
for indigenous
indigenous weapons
weapons
discourse.
programmes,9191mention
mention India's
India'senduring
enduringconflicts
conflictswith
withPakistan
Pakistanand/or
and/orChina.
China.These
These
programmes,
of
all
the
motivations
immediate
security
concerns
are
the
most
commonly
expressed
concerns
are
immediate security
the most commonly expressed of all the motivations
thenumber
numberofofarticles
articles ininwhich
which they
they
fordomestic
domesticarms
armsproduction,
production,both
both inin terms
terms ofof the
for
appear
and
the
frequency
with
which
they
are
mentioned
in
these
articles.
Many
of
the
are
in these articles. Many of the
mentioned
appear and the frequency with which they
same articles,
articles, plus
plus some
some others?64
others-64 allall together?refer
together-refer totomore
more general
general security
security
same
concernswithout
without specific
specificmention
mention ofofPakistan
Pakistan ororChina,
China,while
while 2121 refer
refer toto India's
India's
concerns
dependence
on
foreign
suppliers
for
weapons
or
spare
parts
and
the
implications
for
or
on
spare parts and the implications for
dependence
foreign suppliers for weapons

the country's
country'swarfighting
warfighting capacity.
capacity. In
In addition
addition toto these
these security-related
security-relatedmotivations,
motivations,
the
of weapons
other
material
considerations
are
mainly
economic.
The
potential
benefits
are
other material considerations
mainly economic. The potential benefits of weapons
indigenization
for
the
civilian
sector,
including
overall
technological
development,
are
are
for the civilian sector, including overall technological development,
indigenization

mentioned inin 31
31 articles,
articles,while
while4545 refer
refer toto either
either the
the expense
expenseofof foreign
foreign arms
arms imports
imports
mentioned
or,
more
recently,
the
earning
potential
of
Indian
arms
exports.
or, more recently, the earning potential of Indian arms exports.

Symbolic motivations for
formilitary
military industrialization
industrialization are
are frequently
frequentlymentioned
mentioned inin
Symbolic motivations
India
Today.
Exactly
half
of
the
136
articles
we
examined
included
such
references,
India Today. Exactly half of the 136 articles we examined
included such references,
which
we
divide
into
three
categories:
India's
autonomy
in
foreign
affairs
(35
in foreign affairs
into three categories:
India's autonomy
which we divide
(35
articles),
India's
international
status
and
prestige
(39
articles),
and
India's
self-image
status and prestige (39 articles), and India's self-image
articles), India's international
In
the
following
sectionswewe describe
describe this
this symbolic
symbolic imagery
imagery inin some
some(34
articles).
In
the
sections
(34 articles).
following
of
excerpts
from
India
Today.
what
more
detail
with
the
help
what more detail with the help of excerpts from India Today.
37
37 For
Foranananalysis
analysisofof the
theconstruction
constructionofof the
the 'official'
'official'discourse
discourseofof security
securitypolicy
policyand
and strategies
strategiesfor
for
andvideo,
video, see
seeMichael
MichaelJ.1.Shapiro,
Shapiro, 'Strategic
'Strategic
legitimating itit through
throughpopular
popularmedia,
media, inin this
thiscase
casefilms
filmsand
legitimating
"SecurityPolicy"
Policy" inin the
theVideo
VideoAge',
Age',
Discourse/DiscursiveStrategy:
Strategy:The
TheRepresentation
Representationofof "Security
Discourse/Discursive
InternationalStudies
StudiesQuarterly,
Quarterly, 3434 (1990),
(1990),pp.
pp. 327-40.
327-40.
International
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ExhibitA:A: on
onIndian
Indianautonomy
autonomy
Exhibit

wehave
have suggested,
suggested, rather
rather than
thanflatly
flatly categorizing
categorizingmilitary
militaryhardware
hardware orordefence
defence
AsAswe
symbolicoror functional
functional import,
import, itit isisprobably
probablybetter
better toto
industrialpolicy
policy asas either
eitherofof symbolic
industrial
appreciate that
that some
somemix
mix ofof the
the two
two often
oftenmotivates
motivates procurement.
procurement. This
Thismix
mix isis
appreciate
apparent in statements that link Indian accomplishments ininweapons
weaponsdevelopment
development toto
apparent in statements that link Indian accomplishments
an increase
increase inin Indian
Indianautonomy
autonomy (all
(all italics
italicsare
areours).
ours).
an
[1] This approach of 'capability matching' rather than building strength to suit the nation's
[1] This approach of 'capability matching' rather than building strength to suit the nation's
long-term threat
threatwastes
wastesmoney
moneyand
andgives
gives India's
India'sdefence
defencedoctrine
doctrineananundesirable
undesirable

long-term

defensivehue.
hue.Besides
Besides such
sucharmament
armamentdecisions
decisionsalso
alsomake
make the
thecountry
country increasingly
increasingly
defensive

dependentononforeign
foreign sources.
sources. Says
Says [defence
[defenceanalyst]
analyst]Jaswant
JaswantSingh:
Singh: 'You
'Youalways
alwayspay
payaa
afterallallaa lubricant
lubricantofofdiplomacy
diplomacy
politicalprice
priceforforarms
arms imports.
imports.Weapon
Weapon supply
supply isisafter
today'. 38
today'?*
[2]
Though
the speech played down Agni's strategic importance, Rajiv personally added a
[2] Though the speech played down Agni's strategic importance, Rajiv personally added a
technologicalbackwardness
backwardnessalso
also leads
leads toto subjugation'. 39
line: 'We
'Wemust
must remember
remember that
that technological
line:
dependent

political

subjugation'?9

There isis anan explicit
explicit recognition
recognition onon the
thepart
part ofof Indian
Indian elites
elites that
that the
the failure
failure totopro
proThere
duce
advanced
weaponry
threatens
to
limit
India's
manoeuvrability
in
the
exercise
duce advanced weaponry
threatens to limit India's manoeuvrability
in the exercise ofof
foreign
policy,
but
only
in
the
vaguest
terms.
Rajiv
Gandhi's
reference
to 'sub
'subterms. Rajiv Gandhi's
to
reference
foreign policy, but only in the vaguest
jugation'
is
intended
to
highlight
the
dangers
of
becoming
dependent
on
the
on the
to highlight
is intended
of becoming
the dangers
jugation'
dependent
superpowers
in
particular
(excerpt
[2]),
as
are
other
statements
reported
in
India
in particular
in India
superpowers
(excerpt [2]), as are other statements
reported
Today:

Today:

[3]

[3]

...The
TheMiG-29
MiG-29purchase
purchasealso
also symbolises
symbolises the
the return
return totoananera
eraofofdependency,
dependency, since
since itit isis
...

justone
one item
item in
inan
anoverflowing
overflowingbasket
basketofofweaponry
weaponry that
that India
Indiahas
hasbeen
beenbuying
buyingfrom
from
just

Moscow inin the
the last
last two
twoyears,
years, ranging
rangingfrom
from tanks
tanks totohigh
high reconnaissance
reconnaissance spy
spyplanes
planes toto
Moscow
missilesand
andhelicopters.
helicopters....
evengreater
greaterconcern
concern isis the
thefact
fact that
that
. . What
. What isis causingeven
missiles
causing

dependenceonon the
theSoviets
Soviets isisnow
nowcreeping
creeping into
intonew
newareas
areas that
thatundermine
undermineIndia's
India's laborious
laborious
defenceproduction.40
production. 4o
attempts totobecome
becomeself-reliant
self-reliant inindefence
[4] India,
India, ititwould
would seem,
seem,has
hasnonoalternative
alternativebut
but totomaintain
maintainaamodern,
modern,mobile
mobileand
andefficient
efficient
[4]
military
machine.
How
this
can
be
done
in
a
realistic
manner,
without
squandering
can
a
How
this
be done
in
realistic manner,
machine.
without
military
squandering
nationalforeign
foreign exchange
exchange reserves
reservesand
andbecoming
becomingdependent
dependentononeither
eitherororboth
bothofof the
the
national
question that
thatwillwill increasingly
increasinglybother
bother India's
India'sdefence
defenceplanners
planners inin the
the
superpowers isisaaquestion
superpowers
years totocome.41
come. 41
years
dependence
attempts

Aside from
from India's
India'smore
morematerial
material interest
interest inin not
not squandering
squandering foreign
foreign exchange
exchange
Aside
per
se,
and
not the
the
reserves,
here
again
the
concern
seems
to
be
with
dependence
concern
seems
to
here
the
be
with
not
and
reserves,
per se,
again
dependence
implications
for
India's
overall
military
capacity,
which
is
presumably
enhanced
by
for
India's
overall
which
is
enhanced
implications
military
capacity,
presumably
by
Russianweaponry.
weaponry.Clearly,
Clearly, short-term
short-termmilitary
military capacity
capacity isisnot
notallall
the acquisition
acquisitionofofRussian
the
thatmatters
matters toto Indian
Indiandefence
defenceplanners
plannersgiven
given their
their 'laborious
'laboriousattempts'
attempts' toto indigenize
indigenize
that
[3]).
defenceproduction
production (excerpt
(excerpt [3]).
defence
Indigenizationhas
has indeed
indeed taken
takenonon symbolic
symbolic significance
significance inin India,
India, toto the
thepoint
pointofof
Indigenization
becomingananemblem
emblemofof Indian
Indiannationalism:
nationalism:

becoming

[5] Indian military aircraft designers have sat virtually idle for nearly 20 years since HAL's
[5] Indian military aircraft designers have sat virtually idle for nearly 20 years since HAL's
HF-24project
projectfolded
foldedup.
up. 'The
'Theaeronautical
aeronauticalcommunity
communityhas
hasbeen
been treated
treatedbrutally
brutallyfor
for25
25
HF-24
38
38

ShekarGupta,
Gupta, 'The
'TheNew
NewThrust',
Thrust',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15November
November 1985.
1985.
Shekar
39
39 Dilip Bobb, 'Chariot
'Chariot
of
Fire',
India
Today,
15
June
1989.
of
India
15
1989.
June
Bobb,
Fire',
Dilip
Today,
40
40 Dilip Bobb, 'Moscow's
'Moscow'sNew
NewOffensive',
Offensive',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131August
August 1984.
1984.
Dilip Bobb,
41
41 Shekar
ShekarGupta,
Gupta, 'The
'TheNew
NewThrust',
Thrust',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15November
November 1985.
1985.
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years. We have lost
lost two
two generations
generationsofofaeronautical
aeronautical engineers.
engineers.That's
That'swhy
whyweweare
arenow
nowononaa
years. We have
swadeshi track',
track', explains
explainsArunachalam
Arunachalam [scientific
[scientificadvisor
advisor toto the
thedefence
defence minister].And
And
swadeshi
minister].
theLCA
LCA team
team leader
leaderHarinarayana
Harinarayanaaptly
aptly symbolises
symbolises this
this swadeshi
swadeshi spirit.
spirit. 'I'I am
amaa totally
totally
the

[6]

[6]

indigenousproduct',
product',heheproclaims
proclaimsproudly
proudly. 'I'Ihave
havenever
never studied
studiedororworked
workedabroad'.42
abroad'.42
indigenous
OnPakistan's
Pakistan'snuclear
nuclearpotential:
potential:Political
Politicalanalyst
analystHari
Hari Jaisingh
Jaisingh says:
says: '.'...
TheBJP's
BJP's stand
stand
. .The
On

crystal clear.
clear. ItItwants
wantsaa swadeshi
swadeshibomb'.43
bomb'.43
isis crystal
[7]
Each
Arjun
will
cost
Rs
7.5
crore
to
Rs 11
11 crore
crore each,
each,which
which ironically
ironically isis close
close to
to the
the
crore
cost
Rs
7.5
to
will
Rs
Each
[7]
Arjun
price
of
an
imported
tank.
But
then
indigenisation
is
the
raison
d'etre
of
the
M
BT
an
of
But
is
raison
tank.
then
the
the
MBT
d'etre
price
imported
indigenisation
of
project. 44
project.44

The term
term 'swadeshi'
'swadeshi'was
was popularized
popularized bybyMahatma
MahatmaGandhi
Gandhi in
in the
the context
context ofof his
his
The
campaign
to
encourage
Indians
to
spin
their
own
cloth
instead
of
relying
on
British
own
to encourage Indians to spin their
cloth instead of relying on British
campaign
imports, and thus the term has a clear nationalist ring.
ring. ItIt isisnot
not surprising
surprising therefore
therefore
imports, and thus the term has a clear nationalist
that
the
intensely
nationalistic
Bharatiya
Janata
Party
would
call
for
a
'swadeshi
that the intensely nationalistic
Janata Party would call for a 'swadeshi
Bharatiya
bomb' (excerpt
(excerpt [6]).
[6]).The
Thenotion
notion isis taken
taken toto aa slightly
slightlycomical
comical extreme
extremewhen
when the
theLCA
LeA
bomb'
team
leader
uses
swadeshi
to
describe
himself
(excerpt
[5]).
The
symbolism
inherent
team leader uses swadeshi to describe himself (excerpt [5]). The symbolism
inherent
in indigenization
indigenization isisamply
amplydemonstrated
demonstratedbyby the
theobservation
observation that,
that, although
although the
theArjun
Arjun
in
is
no
less
expensive
than
an
import,
and
possibly
functionally
inferior,
to
dwell
tank
tank is no less expensive than an import, and possibly functionally
inferior, to dwell
on
such
material
issues
misses
the
point.
Indigenization
is
an
end
in
itself
(excerpt
on such material
issues misses
the point. Indigenization
is an end in itself (excerpt
[7]).
[7]).
The symbolic
symbolic significance
significance ofofmilitary
military industrialization
industrialization isis also
also illustrated
illustrated byby aa
The
desire
not
merely
to
establish
and
protect
Indian
autonomy,
but
also
todemonstrate
demonstrate
desire not merely to establish and protect Indian autonomy, but also to
Indian
accomplishments
to
the
rest
of
the
world,
or
at
least
to
those
states that
that
to the rest of the world, or at least to those states
Indian accomplishments
might be impressed:
might be impressed:
[8] General
GeneralB.C.
B.C. Joshi,
Joshi, chief
chiefofofarmy
army staff:
staff:And
~ndbecause
because [Prithvi]
[Prithvi] isis indigenously
indigenouslyproduced,
produced,
[8]
farmore
more important.
important. Self-sufficiency
Self-sufficiency isiscritical
critical inin this
thisarea.
area.Now
Nowweweare
arenot
notbeholden
beholden
itit isisfar
has tremendous
tremendouspotential
potentialasas ititputs
putsyou
you ininaa totally
totally
toany
anyforeign
foreignpower.
power. ....
. . Agnihas
to
Agni

Andasasaa technology
technologydemonstrator,
demonstrator, the
themissile's
missile's success
success isisofofgreat
great
different league.
league.And
significance
to
the
country.'45
to
the
significance
country.'45
Foryears,
years, the
theUS
UShad
hadbanned
banned the
the sale
saleofof technology
technologyand
andmaterial
material that
thatcould
couldcontribute
contribute
For
India's space
spaceand
andmissile
missileprogramme.
programme.While
While this
thishelped
helpeddelay
delay itsitsdevelopment,
development,India
India
toto India's
demonstrated
that
it
could
successfully
indigenise
sophisticated
technology.46
it
that
could
demonstrated
indigenise
successfully
sophisticated
technology.46
On the
theairborne
airborne surveillance
surveillanceplatform:
platform:So,
So,could
could the
thepurpose
purposeofofflying
flying the
thepatently
patently
On
we
can
'thump'
the
Pakistanis,
given
the
fact
that
incomplete
ASP
be
to
show
that
we
can
to
ASP
be
show
that
the
the
fact
that
Pakistanis,
incomplete
'thump'
given
Pakistancan
can lease
lease the
theUS-made
US-made system
systemfrom
fromSaudi
SaudiArabia
Arabia ininaa time
timeofofcrisis?
crisis?OrOr isis itit
Pakistan
simplya amessage
message toto [airborne
[airborneearly
earlywarning]-manufacturing
warning]-manufacturingnations,
nations, saying:
saying: 'If
'Ifyou
youdon't
don't
simply
we'llmake
make ititourselves'.41
ourselves' .47
sell itit totous,us,we'll
sell
different

[9]
[9]
[10]
[10]

These statements
statements suggest
suggest that
that itit isis important
importantboth
both toto develop
develop advanced
advancedweapons
weapons
These

technology and
and totomake
make the
the international
international community
community aware
aware that
that itit has
has been
been
Of
the
various
types
of
statements
linking
military
industrialization
to
developed.
to
industrialization
developed. Of the various types of statements
linking military
thepromotion
promotionand
andprotection
protectionofof Indian
Indian autonomy,
autonomy, these
these are
areperhaps
perhapsmost
most indica
indicathe
tive ofof the
the importance
importance ofof symbolism.
symbolism.Quite
Quite aside
aside from
fromwhether
whether India
India actually
actually
tive
vitally important
important that
that the
the signs
signs ofof
exercises its
its autonomy
autonomy inin foreign
foreign affairs,
affairs, itit isis vitally
exercises
technology

42
42Ramindar
RamindarSingh,
Singh, 'Trouble
'TroubleBefore
BeforeTake-off',
Take-off',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131 January
January 1986.
1986.
43
43 DilipBobb
Bobband
andRamindar
RamindarSingh,
Singh, 'Pakistan's
'Pakistan'sNuclear
NuclearBombshell',
Bombshell',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131March
March 1987.
1987.
Dilip
44
44Kanwar
KanwarSandhu,
Sandhu, 'On
'OnCourse,
Course,Finally',
Finally',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15July
July 1993.
1993.
45
45 Raj Chengappa, 'The
'TheMissile
MissileMan',
Man',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15April
April 1994.
1994.
Raj Chengappa,
46
46 Raj Chengappa, 'Nuclear
'NuclearBlackmail',
Blackmail',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3030April
April 1994.
1994.
Raj Chengappa,
47
47Avirook
AvirookSen,
Sen, 'Ground
'GroundRealities',
Realities',India
IndiaToday,
Today,3131December
December 1996.
1996.
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Indian autonomy
autonomy bebe 'demonstrated'
'demonstrated' toto the
the rest
rest ofof the
theworld
world (excerpts
(excerpts [8]
[8] and
and [9]).
[9]).
Indian

Indigenousweaponry,
weaponry, even
evenwhen
when incomplete,
incomplete, sends
sends 'a'amessage'
message' toto other
other arms
arms pro
producing
states
content
to
withhold
their
advanced
technology
from
the
international
their advanced technology
from the international
ducing states content to withhold
armsmarket
market (excerpt
(excerpt [10]).
[10]).
arms
Indigenous

ExhibitB:B: on
onIndia's
India's international
internationalstatus
statusand
andprestige
prestige
Exhibit

The purposes
purposes behind
behind India's
India's quest
quest for
for autonomy
autonomy ininmilitary
militaryproduction
production are
are both
both
The
functional and
and symbolic,
symbolic, and
andwewehave
have tried
tried toto identify
identify statements
statements that
that reflect
reflectonon the
the
functional

latter dimension.
dimension. The
The reference
reference above
above totoAgni's
Agni's potential
potential for
for placing
placing India
India in
in aa
latter
'totally
different
league'
(excerpt
[8])
is
echoed
in
other
statements,
which
reflect
in
different
is
echoed
other
which
reflect
statements,
'totally
league' (excerpt [8])
moreexplicitly
explicitly India's
India's international
internationalaspirations:
aspirations:
more
[11]

[11]

The success
successofof the
theSLV-3-(E)-02,
SLV-3-(E)-02,aacompletely
completely indigenous
indigenousfour-stage
four-stage rocket...
rocket. ..putputIndia
India
The
withonly
onlyfive
fiveother
othermembers....
members.... 'This
'This isisaagreat
greatday
dayfor
for India
Indiaand
and
intoanan exclusive
exclusiveclub
clubwith
into
Indian science',
science',proclaimed
proclaimedMrs
MrsGandhi,
Gandhi, echoing
echoing the
thepopular
popularview.
view. .. .. ,48
.48
Indian

[12] Whether in the corridors of the Defence R&D department in Delhi, or in the
[12] Whether in the corridors of the Defence R&D department inDelhi, or in the
Bangalore offices of the Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA), the apex body
Bangalore offices of the Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA), the apex body
whichoverseas
overseas the
thedesign
designand
anddevelopment
developmentofof the
theLCA,
LCA, there
there isisan
an infectious
infectious
which
enthusiasm that
that the
theLCA
LCAprototype
prototypewill
willfly
flyby
by 1989
1989and
and that
that ititwill
willcatapult
catapultIndia
India into
into
enthusiasm
nationswho
whoproduce
produce their
theirown
ownfrontline
frontlinefighter
fighter
the technological
technologicalsuperleague
superleagueofofnations
the
49
planes.
planes.49

[13] AtAtexactly
exactly7:17
7: 17am
amon
onMay
May22,
22,Agni
Agniblossomed
blossomed into
intoaachariot
chariotofoffire
fire that
thatpropelled
propelled
[13]
[14]
[14]

dominatedbyby the
theworld's
world's technological
technologicaland
andmilitary
militarygiants.50
giants. 50
India into
intoananexclusive
exclusiveclub
clubdominated
India
On the
theunsuccessful
unsuccessful test
testofof the
thePolar
PolarSatellite
SatelliteLaunch
LaunchVehicle:
Vehicle: ....
PSLV's success
successwould
would
. .PSLV's
On
thecommercial
commercial space
spacearena.
arena.AsAsProfessor
ProfessorRao
Rao
havemade
madeIndia
Indiaaamajor
majorplayer
player inin the
have

[chairmanofof the
theSpace
SpaceResearch
ResearchOrganisation]
Organisation] says:
says: 'It
'It isisaaquantum
quantum leap
leap inin space
space
technology
for
us
and
it
would
have
given
us
the
muscle
power
to
put
anything
into
us
us
for
to
and
would
the
muscle
it
have
into
power
technology
put anything
given
space'.
What
was
left
unstated
was
that
if
PSLV
succeeded,
India
could
have
also
was
was
What
if
that
PSLV
left
unstated
India
could
also
have
succeeded,
space'.
countrieshaving
having Inter-Continental
Inter-ContinentalBallistic
BallisticMissile
Missile
muscled into
into the
theexclusive
exclusiveclub
clubofofcountries
muscled
(ICBM) capability.51
(ICBM) capability.51
[15] Recently,aa series
seriesofofdevelopments
developmentshave
havepowered
powered the
thenation
nation into
into the
the rarefied
rarefiedstrata
strataofof
[15] Recently,
strategic
missile
competence.
Topping
the
list
is
the
successful
third
launch
ofAgni,
Agni,
missile
the
list
is
the
successful
third
launch
of
competence.
strategic
Topping
India's Intermediate
Intermediate RangeBallistic
BallisticMissile
Missile (IRBM),onon February 19. 52
India's
[chairman

Range

(IRBM),

February

19.52

Allofof these
these excerpts
excerpts contain
contain references
references toto an
an elite
elitegroup
groupofofnations
nations that
thatpossess
possess the
the
All
capacity
to
produce
one
or
another
category
of
military
hardware-the
'superleague
one
or
to
another
of
hardware?the
category
capacity
produce
military
'superleague
nations'producing
producingfighters
fighters (excerpt
(excerpt [12]),
[12]), the
the 'exclusive
'exclusive club'
club' oror 'rarefied
'rarefied strata'
strata'
ofofnations'
producing
longer-range
missiles
(excerpts
[11],
[13-15])-as
well
as
India's
acquisas
missiles
well
India's
producing
longer-range
(excerpts [11], [13-15])?as
acquis
ition oror impending
impending acquisition
acquisition ofof elite
elite status.
status.The
The fact
fact that
that indigenously
indigenouslyproduced
produced
ition
LeA,may
may bebemore
more expensive
expensive and
and possess
possessmediocre
mediocre per
perweapons, such
such asas the
the LCA,
weapons,
of
secondary
importance.
The
formance
characteristics
appears,
in
many
ways,
to
be
in
to
formance characteristics
be of secondary importance. The
many ways,
appears,
utility
of
indigenous
military
hardware
seems
to
be,
at
least
partly,
'symbolic':
they
seems
to be, at least partly, 'symbolic': they
utility of indigenous military hardware
48
48

SumanDubey,
Dubey, 'Soaring
'Soaring Into
Into the
theSpace
SpaceAge',
Age',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15August
August 1980.
1980.
Suman
RamindarSingh,
Singh, 'Trouble
'TroubleBefore
Before take-off',
take-off',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131 January
January 1986.
1986.
Ramindar
50
50 Dilip Bobb, 'Chariot
'ChariotofofFire',
Fire',India
India Today, 15
15June
June 1989.
1989.
Dilip Bobb,
Today,
51
51 Raj Changappa, 'PSLV's
'PSLV'sDeviant
DeviantBehaviour',
Behaviour',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15October
October 1993.
1993.
Raj Changappa,
52
52 Raj Chengappa, 'The
'TheMissile
MissileMan',
Man',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15April
April 1994.
1994.
Raj Chengappa,

49
49
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are indicators
indicators ofof status
status and
and prestige.
prestige.Other
Other statements
statements are
are quite
quite explicit
explicit onon this
this
are
score:

score:

[16] Interview
Interviewwith
withAir
AirChief
ChiefMarshal
MarshalDenis
DenisA.A.La
LaFontaine:
Fontaine:Tf'Ifwewedo
donot
not indigenise,
indigenise,how
how

[16]

willwewebecome
becomeaafirst
first class
classnation?'53
nation?' 53
will

[1 7] While the haggling goes on, the desperate need for the jet trainers is a grim reminder of
[17] While the haggling goes on, the desperate need for the jet trainers is a grim reminder of
the reality
reality that
that the
the Indian
Indianpolicy
policymakers
makers seem
seem toto ignore
ignore inin their
theirheady
heady rush
rushforfor 'mini
'minithe
that
no
nation
has
ever
become
a
real
power
with
its
army
firing
mostly
power
status':
no
ever
a
nation
has
status':
become
real
with
its
that
power
power
army firing mostly
importedguns,
guns, itsitsairairforce
forceflying
flying foreign
foreignaircraft
aircraftand
and itsitsnavy
navy riding
riding submarines
submarines leased
leased
imported
fromanother
another superpower. 54
from
superpower.54
[18] A.P.IAbdul
AbdulKalam,
Kalam,head
headofof the
thedefence
defence research
researchprogramme:
programme: '...
' ... India
Indiacan
cannow
nowbebe
[18] A.RJ.
ratedasasaamissile
missilepower
power that
thatcan
candeliver
deliveraa range
rangeofofmissiles
missilesany
any time,
time,anywhere
anywhere that
thatwewe
rated
want.Agni
Agnisymbolises
symbolisesour
our technological
technologicalcapabilities.
capabilities.Prithvi
Prithvi isisaaworld
worldclass
class surface-to
surface-towant.
surfacemissile.
missile. InIn the
theanti-tank
anti-tankclass
classwewewant
want totobebenumber
numberone
onewith
withNag.
Nag.Akash
Akash isis
surface
headingfor
foraaunique
unique second
second inin itsits surface-to-air
surface-to-airclass.'55
class.' 55
heading
[19] Says Muchkund Dubey [former foreign secretary]: 'The bomb option is a currency of
[19] Says Muchkund Dubey [former foreign secretary]: 'The bomb option is a currency of
power that
that isiscritical
critical totoour
our survival
survivalasasaa strong
strongnation'.56
nation'. 56
power

Here isis the
the assertion
assertion that
that ifif India
Indiawants
wants toto become
become aa 'first
'first class
classnation',
nation', oror even
even ifif
Here
India
aspires
to
'mini-power
status',
it
cannot
rely
on
imported
weaponry
because
India aspires to 'mini-power status', it cannot rely on imported weaponry
because
[16]and
and [17]).
[17]).Again,
Again, itit isis indigenous
indigenous
'realpower'
power' requires
requires something
somethingmore
more (excerpts
(excerpts [16]
'real
arms production,
production, especially
especially production
production ofof 'world
'world class'
class'missiles
missiles like
likeAgni
Agni and
and
arms
Prithvi,
that
will
'symbolise'
India's
technological
capabilities
(excerpt
[18]).
The
that will 'symbolise'
India's technological
Prithvi,
capabilities
(excerpt [18]). The
option
to
use
nuclear
weapons,
now
that
India
has
developed
its own
ownmissile
missile
now
use
to
that
India
has
its
nuclear
weapons,
developed
option
of
power'
(excerpt
[19]).
Such
are
the
elements
capacity,
can
be
used
as
a
'currency
as
a
are
can
used
of
Such
the
elements
be
'currency
power' (excerpt [19]).
capacity,
international status
statusand
andprestige
prestige identified
identified inin Indian
Indiandiscourse.
discourse.
ofof international

ExhibitC:C: on
onIndias
India'sself-image
self-image
Exhibit

Wehave
havenoted
noted that
that the
thewritings
writings and
and speeches
speechesofof Indira
IndiraGandhi
Gandhi sometimes
sometimesbetray
betrayaa
We
certain concern
concern about
about India's
India's collective
collective inferiority
inferiority complex,
complex, especially
especially the
the lack
lack ofof
certain
pride
among
Indian
scientists
and
engineers.
They
also
express
hope
that
military
that
also
Indian
scientists
and
express hope
engineers. They
military
pride among
industrializationmight
mightplay
play aa role
role inin enhancing
enhancing Indian
Indian identity.
identity. Statements
Statements found
found
industrialization
in India
India Today
Today suggest
suggest that
thatGandhi
Gandhiwas
was not
not alone
alone inin either
either her
her concerns
concerns oror her
her
in
solutions:
solutions:

[20] On the launch of the SLV-3: 'With the team I have', said U.R. Rao who heads the
[20] On the launch of the SLV-3: 'With the team I have', said U.R. Rao who heads the
IndianSpace
SpaceResearch
ResearchOrganization's
Organization'sSatellite
SatelliteCentre
Centre (Isac)
(Isac)near
nearBangalore,
Bangalore,7 '[have
have
Indian

letalone
alone satellites'.57
satellites'. 57
enough confidence totobuild
buildanything
anything let
enough
confidence
[21] Says
SaysDrDrA.RJ.A.
A.~IA. Kalam, chief
architectofofAgni
Agniand
and the
thebrain
brainbehind
behind the
the success
successofof the
the
Kalam, chiefarchitect
[Integrated
Guided
Missile
Development
Programme]:
'Agni
gives
us
the
confidence
that
us
the confidence that
[Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme]: Agni gives
arecapable
capableofofproducing
producingany
anykind
kindofofmissile.
missile.WeWeare
arenow
now self-sufficient
self-sufficientboth
both inin
weweare
design
and
missile
technology'.
58
and
missile
design
technology'.58

[21]

53
53 Shekar
ShekarGupta,
Gupta, 'Design
'DesignGap',
Gap',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15November
November 1985.
1985.
54
54 Shekar
ShekarGupta,
Gupta, 'A
'ASea
SeaChange',
Change',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131December
December 1987.
1987.
55
55 Raj Chengappa, 'The
'TheMissile
MissileMan',
Man',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15April
April 1994.
1994.
Raj Chengappa,
56
56 Raj Chengappa, 'Nuclear
'NuclearBlackmail',
Blackmail',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3030April
April 1994.
1994.
Raj Chengappa,
57
57 Suman
SumanDubey,
Dubey, 'Soaring
'Soaring Into
Into the
theSpace
SpaceAge',
Age',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15August
August 1980.
1980.
58
58 Dilip Bobb, 'Chariot
'Chariot
of
Fire',
India
Today,
15
June
1989.
15
1989.
of
India
June
Fire',
Bobb,
Today,
Dilip
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That individuals
individuals in
in such
such high
high positions
positions in
in India's
India's space
space technology
technology community
community
That
would speak
speakofof such
such successes
successes in
in terms
terms ofof enhanced
enhanced 'confidence'
'confidence' reveals
reveals something
something
would
about their
theirprior
prior lack
lack ofof it.
it.Demonstrations
Demonstrations ofof Indian
Indian technological
technologicalprowess
prowessnot
not
about
only
contribute
to
the
country's
international
status
and
prestige,
they
also
provide
a
status
to
international
and
also
contribute
the
country's
prestige, they
provide a
only
neededboost
boost toto India's
India's image
imageofof itself.
itself.Other
Other statements
statementsemploy
employ telling
tellingmetaphors:
metaphors:
needed
[22]

[22]

Says a top-leveldefence
defence scientist:
scientist: 'Prithvi
'Prithvicould
couldbebeaa really
reallymajor
majorachievement.
achievement.ItItsignals
signals
Says a top-level
ourcoming
comingofofage'
age'.
our
?959

[23] On the LeA project: Ever since the HF 24's partial success, negated largely by the lack
[23] On the LCA project: Ever since the HF 24's partial success, negated largely by the lack
goodengine,
engine, the
the IAF
IAFhas
hasdepended
dependedon
on licensed
licensedproduction
productionororoff-the-shelf
off-the-shelf
ofofaagood
purchases.
The
Jaguar,
the
Mirage
2000
and
the
MiG
29
have
given
the IAF
IAFplenty
plentyofof
29
2000
and
the
MiG
have
the
The
the
given
purchases.
Jaguar,
Mirage

punchbut
but itithas
hasnot
not led
led totoany
anymajor
major transfer
transferofof technologies.
technologies.Now,
Now,asasaadefence
defenceexpert
expert
says: 'We
'Weare
are toddlers
toddlers inin the
thebusiness.
business.WeWeare
aregroping
gropingfor
forhelp'.60
help' .60
[24] A. P. 1. Abdul Kalam, head of the defence research programme: 'Let us imagine a
[24] A. P. J.Abdul Kalam, head of the defence research programme: 'Let us imagine a
situationwhere
wherewewedon't
don'thave
have strategic
strategicmissiles
missilesand
andnations
nationsaround
aroundusushave
haveeither
either
situation
developed
or
purchased
them.
We
would
then
be
dependent
on
another
country
help
on
or
totohelp
be
We
them.
would
then
another
country
dependent
developed
purchased
out.Today
Todayour
ourmissile
missileprogramme
programme isisplaying
playingaa role
role ininhelping
helpingususstand
standononour
our legs?61
legs.' 61
ususout.
punch
says:

Various stages
stages ofof physical
physical development
development are
are alluded
alluded toto here?standing,
here-standing, toddling,
toddling,
Various
coming
of
age-but
all
of
them
suggest
a
degree
of
immaturity
relative
to other
other
all of them suggest a degree of immaturity
relative to
coming of age?but
nation-states
that
India
aspires
to
emulate.
Such
references,
along
with
those
to emulate.
that India aspires
Such references,
those
nation-states
along with
[20] and
and [21]),
[21 ]), dodo seem
seem infused
infusedwith
with
applauding increased
increased self-confidence
self-confidence (excerpts
(excerpts [20]
applauding

than statements
statementsasserting
asserting Indian
Indianautonomy
autonomyoror its
its international
international status
status
morehumility
humility than
more

and prestige.
prestige.The
The symbolism
symbolism isis nono less
less significant,
significant, however.
however. India
India isis like
like aa child
child
and
The
process
of
military
industrialization
may
be
slow,
but
maturing
into
adulthood.
industrialization may be slow, but
into adulthood. The process of military
maturing
it
is
perfectly
natural,
indeed
inevitable,
for
a
country
like
India
who
wants
to
grow
it is perfectly natural, indeed inevitable, for a country like India who wants to grow
up totobebeaamajor
majorpower
power someday.
someday.
up

Conclusion
Conclusion
InDecember
December 1995,
1995, India
India Today
Today polled
polled residents
residents in
in nine
ninemajor
major Indian
Indian cities
cities on
on
In
mattersofofnuclear
nuclearpolicy.
policy. Sixty-two
Sixty-twoper
percent
centapproved
approvedofofnuclear
nuclear testing
testingfor
forpurposes
purposes
matters
developing India's
India'snuclear
nuclearweapons
weapons capability.
capability.OfOf these,
these, 9595per
per cent
cent felt
felt that
that the
the
ofofdeveloping
nuclear option
optionwas
was important
important in
in order
order totoprotect
protect India
India against
againstnuclear
nuclear threats
threats from
from
nuclear
China and
andPakistan,
Pakistan, and
and 85
85 per
per cent
cent felt
felt that
that ititwas
was important
important toto improve
improve India's
India's
China
international bargaining
bargaining power
power generally.
generally. These,
These, ofof course,
course, are
are straightforward
straightforward
international
functional concerns.
concerns. But
But 83
83 per
per cent
cent also
also gave
gave another
another reason
reason for
for India's
India's nuclear
nuclear
functional
capability:
'enhancing
our
international
status'
.62 Indians
Indians
recognized
the
symbolic
our
international
status'.62
the
capability:
'enhancing
recognized
symbolic
thisfrom
frommore
more functional
functionalmotivations.
motivations.
import of nuclear weapons, and distinguished this
import of nuclear weapons, and distinguished
We reach
reach aa similar
similar conclusion.
conclusion.Our
Our systematic
systematic analysis
analysis ofof India
India Today,
Today, India's
India's
We
that
India's
material
interests
provide
a
central
leading
news
magazine,
suggests
news
a
that
India's
material
interests
central
suggests
leading
magazine,
provide
industrialization.Most
Most references
references toto India's
India's
impetus for the policy of military industrialization.
impetus for the policy of military
and
China.
weapons
production
cite
the
country's
enduring
tensions
with
Pakistan
cite
the
tensions
with
Pakistan
and
China.
weapons production
country's enduring
59
59 Shekar
ShekarGupta,
Gupta, 'Shooting
'ShootingAhead',
Ahead',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131March
March 1988.
1988.
60
60 Raj Chengappa, 'A
'A TestingTime',
Time',
India
Today,
31
August
1988.
31
India
1988.
August
Raj Chengappa,
Testing
Today,
61
61 Raj Chengappa, 'The
'TheMissile
MissileMan',
Man',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 15
15April
April1994.
1994.
Raj Chengappa,
62
62 'OpinionPoll:
Poll:Yes
Yes toto the
theBomb',
Bomb',India
IndiaToday,
Today, 3131December
December 1995.
1995.
'Opinion
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Many other statements refer to the enhancement ofof India's
India'swarfighting
warfighting capacity
capacity inin
Many other statements refer to the enhancement
more
general
terms,
especially
the
dangers
involved
in
remaining
dependent
on
more general
on
the dangers
in remaining
involved
terms, especially
dependent

foreigners for
for weapons
weapons and
and spare
spare parts
parts during
during wartime.
wartime. Economic
Economic issues
issues are
are
frequently
mentioned
as
well,
including
the
beneficial
effects
of
military
industrialas well, including the beneficial effects of military
industrial
frequently mentioned
ization onon the
the development
development ofof civilian
civilian industries
industries and
and the
the foreign
foreign exchange
exchange toto bebe
ization
savedwith
with import
import substitution.
substitution.
saved
Other benefits
benefits accruing
accruing from
frommilitary
military industrialization
industrialization appear
appear toto bebe primarily
Other
primarily
symbolic
in
Indian
eyes.
There
are
three
closely
interrelated
yet distinguishable
are
in
Indian
There
three
interrelated
eyes.
yet distinguishable
symbolic
closely
consider symbolic.
symbolic.The
Thefirst
first isis that
thatmilitary
military
concerns in
in the
thepublic
publicdiscourse
discourse that
thatwewe consider
concerns
means ofof asserting
asserting India's
India's autonomy
autonomy in
in international
international affairs.
affairs.
industrialization isis aameans
industrialization
is,
to
be
sure,
standard
fare
among
sovereign
statesGuarding
one's
autonomy
to
one's
be
standard
fare
states?
sure,
is,
among sovereign
autonomy
Guarding
perhaps more so among some Third World states,
states, oror 'quasi-states',
'quasi-states', that
that otherwise
otherwise
perhaps more so among some Third World
lack the
the institutional
institutionalcapacity
capacity totopromote
promoteand
andprotect
protect the
thewelfare
welfareofof their
theircitizenry.63
citizenry. 63
lack
Indiadoes
doesnot
not fall
fall into
into this
this latter
latter category,
category, but
but autonomy
autonomyhas
has nonetheless
nonetheless become
become
India
emblematic ofof Indian
Indian statehood
statehood inin the
the public
public discourse.
discourse.The
The symbolic
symbolicdimension
dimension
emblematic
well captured
captured byby references
references toto the
the 'swadeshi'
'swadeshi' spirit
spirit among
among defence
defence industry
industry
isis well
personnel,
and
to
'swadeshi'
bombs.
Now
autonomy
in
weapons
production
to
and
'swadeshi'
bombs.
Now
in
isis
weapons
autonomy
personnel,
production
certainly
of
great
functional
value,
especially
to
protect
against
leverage
that
might
to
of
functional
that
value, especially
great
certainly
protect against leverage
might
otherwisebebe exercised
exercisedbyby arms
arms suppliers,
suppliers, but
butwewehave
have also
also found
found that
that references
references ofof
otherwise
this sort
sort are
are relatively
relatively easy
easy toto separate
separate from
from references
references toto Indian
Indian autonomy
autonomy asas aa
this
of
Indian
statehood.
symbol
of
Indian statehood.
symbol
India's international
international status
status
second concern
concern evident
evident inin the
thepublic
publicdiscourse
discourse isis India's
AA second
and
prestige.
There
is
an
apparent
preoccupation
with
what
it
takes
to
become
an
and prestige. There is
with what it takes to become aa
apparent preoccupation
member
of
the
'superleague',
'rarefied
strata',
or
'exclusive club'
club' ofofnation-states.
nation-states.
or
member
of
the
'rarefied
'exclusive
strata',
'superleague',
that
ranking
or,
if
not,
what
still
remains
to bebe
Whether
India
has
achieved
that ranking or, if not, what
to
Whether
India has achieved
still remains
accomplished
in
the
area
of
defence
industrialization,
is
the
subject
of
some
debate.
in the area of defence industrialization,
is the subject of some debate.
accomplished
That India
India isis destined
destined for
for such
such greatness
greatness isis generally
generally taken
taken for
for granted.
granted.Moreover,
Moreover,
That
prestige
is
not
sought
for
particular
instrumental
purposes.
Short-term
goals
donot
not
instrumental purposes. Short-term goals do
prestige is not sought for particular
attach
to
statements
regarding
India's
international
status,
current
or
immanent,
nor
or
nor
attach to statements regarding India's international
status, current
immanent,
do the
the sorts
sortsofof longer-term
longer-termmessianic
messianicgoals
goalswewemight
might expect
expect from
from aa leading
leading state
state in
in
do
the
nonaligned
movement.
There
is
no
doubt
an
understanding
that
international
no
an
the nonaligned movement.
There is
doubt
that international
understanding
statusand
andprestige
prestigewill
willafford
afford India
Indiaaadegree
degreeofof influence
influenceover
over the
the international
international rules
rules
status
of
the
game,
and
thus
a
recognition
that
military
industrialization
may
allow
India
a
that military
of the game, and thus
industrialization
may allow India
recognition
to exercise
exercise structural
structuralororhegemonic
hegemonicpower
power (or
(or check
check it).
it).But
But such
such intentions
intentionsdodonot
not
to
64 As a symbol of Indian statehood,
find
much
expression
in
the
public
discourse.
a
in the public discourse.64 As
find much expression
symbol of Indian statehood,
internationalprestige
prestige looks
looks totobebeprimarily
primarilyan
anend
end inin itself.
itself
international
the third
third symbolic
symbolic theme
themewewe identify
identify inin the
thepublic
publicdiscourse.
discourse.
India's self-image
self-image isis the
India's
Of
course,
technically,
references
to
India's
autonomy
and
to
its
international
status
status
Of course, technically, references to India's autonomy
and to its international
and
prestige
are
also
part
of
India's
self-image,
but
there
is
something
unique
about
and prestige are also part of India's self-image, but there is something unique about
the
sorts
of
statements
we
group
in
this
third
category.
There
is,
shall
we
say,
less
the sorts of statements we group in this third category. There is, shall we say, less
and
more
self-reflection.
References
to
India
as
a
'toddler'
or
posturing
involved
to India as a 'toddler' or asas
involved and more self-reflection. References
posturing
of
age',
as
well
as
to
enhanced
self-confidence,
suggest that India still has a
'coming
suggest that India still has a
'coming of age', as well as to enhanced self-confidence,
foreigners

63
63 The
Thenotion
notionofofquasi-states
quasi-statesand
anddistinction
distinctionbetween
betweenjuridical
juridicaland
andempirical
empirical statehood
statehood isisdiscussed
discussed inin
Quasi-states:Sovereignty,
Sovereignty, International
InternationalRelations
Relationsand
and the
theThird
ThirdWorld
World
RobertH.H. Jackson,
Jackson,Quasi-states:
Robert

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).

64
64

Press, 1990).
Cambridge
(Cambridge:
University
On the
thedifferent
different types
typesofofpower?bargaining,
power-bargaining, structural,
structural,and
andhegemonic?potentially
hegemonic-potentiallyexercised
exercisedbyby
On
arms
suppliers,
see
Keith
Krause,
'Military
Statecraft:Power
Powerand
and Influence
Influence ininSoviet
Sovietand
andAmerican
American
arms suppliers,
see Keith Krause,
'Military Statecraft:

ArmsTransfer
TransferRelationships,
Relationships,International
InternationalStudies
StudiesQuarterly,
Quarterly, 3535 (1991),
(1991),pp.
pp. 313-36.
313-36.
Arms
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way to go before entering 'adulthood'?that
'adulthood'-that is,
is,membership
membership inin the
the superleague
superleague oror
way to go before entering
rarefied
strata
of
nations.
Such
sentiments
surely
reflect
more
humility
on the
thepart
partofof
rarefied strata of nations. Such sentiments surely reflect more humility on
particular
contributors
to
the
public
discourse,
but
they
also
stand
out
as
echoing
to the public discourse, but they also stand out as echoing aa
particular contributors
key
dimension
of
Indian
identity discernible
discernible in
in some
some ofof Indira
IndiraGandhi's
Gandhi's public
public
of Indian identity
key dimension
statements
and
reminiscences.
Whether
they
reflect
'true'
Indian
identity
or
whether
statements and reminiscences. Whether
they reflect 'true' Indian identity or whether
her own
ownpsychological
psychological insecurities
insecurities onto
onto the
the nation
nation
Gandhiwas
wasprojecting
projecting some
some ofofher
Gandhi
as
a
whole,
as
some
of
her
biographers
have
suggested,
is
not
an
issue
we
are
as some of her biographers
as a whole,
have suggested,
is not an issue we are
presently able to address. It will suffice to say that there is in Indian public discourse
presently able to address. It will suffice to say that there is in Indian public discourse
linkage between
betweenmilitary
military industrialization
industrialization and
andmaturity
maturity and
and self-confidence,
self-confidence,
aa linkage
desired
symbols
of
Indian
statehood.
desired symbols of Indian statehood.
concludefrom
from this
this study?
study?First,
First, symbolic
symbolicmotivations
motivationsfor
for indigenous
indigenous
Whatdodowewe conclude
What
arms production
production inin India
India are
are subject
subject toto systematic
systematic empirical
empirical observation.
observation. Our
Our
arms
approach
to
measurement-identifying
relevant
excerpts
in
India
Today-is
aa
to
relevant
in
India
excerpts
approach
measurement?identifying
Today?is
reasonable one,
one, wewe believe,
believe, but
but itit certainly
certainly invites
invites refinement
refinement for
for purposes
purposes ofof
reasonable
rigorous empirical analysis. Second, the
the prominence
prominence ofof symbolic
symbolic imagery
imagery in
in the
the
rigorous empirical analysis. Second,
Indianpublic
publicdiscourse
discourse suggests
suggests that
that theoretical
theoreticalapproaches
approaches like
likeconstructivism
constructivism that
that
Indian
state identity
identity formation
formationmight
mightbenefit
benefit from
from empirical
empirical research
research onon the
the role
role
focus onon state
focus
symbolism in
in state
statebehaviour,
behaviour, since
since the
theparticular
particular themes
themeswewehave
have identified
identified each
each
ofof symbolism

pertain to the meaning ofof Indian
Indian statehood.
statehood.Although
Although the
the results
results ofof our
our analysis
analysis
pertain to the meaning
of
full
suggest
that
symbolic
motivations
may
constitute
an
important
component
an
aa full
that
motivations
constitute
of
may
suggest
symbolic
important component
industrialization-a
more
important
one
than
the
explanation
for
Indian
military
more
one
for
Indian
than
the
industrialization?a
military
explanation
important
allows-wehave
havenot
notprovided
provided aadefinitive
definitive test
test ofof this
thisproposition.
proposition.
realist approach
approach allows?we
realist
Becausematerial
material and
and symbolic
symbolic considerations
considerations both
both seem
seem toto bebe driving
driving the
the same
same
Because
behaviour, subsequent
subsequent empirical
empirical research
researchmust
must bebe designed
designed toto better
better evaluate
evaluate their
their
behaviour,
relativeweightiness.
weightiness.WeWe suspect
suspect that
that conclusions
conclusionsmay
may vary
vary depending
depending ononwhich
which
relative

indigenousarms
armsprogrammes
programmesareare scrutinized.
scrutinized.
In describing
describing the
the symbolic
symbolic forces
forces driving
driving Indian
Indianmilitary
military industrialization,
industrialization,wewe
In
have paid
paid less
less attention
attention toto the
the forces
forces behind
behind the
the symbolic
symbolic imagery
imagery itself.
itself. In
In our
our
have
discussion
of
relevant
international
relations
theory,
we
did
point
out
that
realists
we
of
discussion
relevant international
relations theory,
did point out that realists
could bebe
and constructivists
constructivists alike
alike identify
identify aa socializing
socializingprocess
process in
inworld
worldpolitics.
politics. ItIt could
and
that
the
preoccupation
with
symbols
of
statehood
is
most
pronounced
for
relatively
that the preoccupation
with symbols of statehood
ismost pronounced
for relatively
recent entrants
entrants into
into the
the society
society ofof states.
states.After
After the
the first
first round
round ofof nuclear
nuclear tests
tests in
in
recent
May
1998,
the
Indian
government
announced
that
'Succeeding
generations
of
announced
that 'Succeeding
of
1998, the Indian government
May
generations
Indianswould
would rest
rest assured
assured that
that contemporary
contemporary technologies
technologies associated
associatedwith
withnuclear
nuclear
Indians
options have been passed on to them this the 50th year of our independence'.65 Not
options have been passed on to them this the 50th year of our independence'.65 Not
only
was India now a member ofof an
an exclusive
exclusive club,
club, ititwas
was also
also aayouthful
youthfulmember.
member.
only was India now a member
Whetheryoung
young states
statesare
aremore
more taken
takenwith
with symbolism
symbolism than
thanold
old states
states isisaaworthwhile
worthwhile
Whether
question for further comparative research.
research.
question for further comparative
Sourcesofof symbolic
symbolic imagery
imagerymight
mightalso
alsobebedomestic,
domestic, and
and this
this represents
represents another
another
Sources
important
question
for
comparative
research.
References
to
self-confidence
and the
the
to
research. References
and
self-confidence
important question for comparative
of
successful
indigenization
may
be
partly
rooted
in
confidence-building
effects
effects of successful
may be partly rooted in
indigenization
confidence-building
and
domestic
culture.
Certainly
there
can
be
no
doubt
that
militaryIndian
history
Indian history and domestic culture. Certainly
there can be no doubt that military
industrial accomplishments
accomplishments are
are paraded
paraded for
for domestic
domestic asas well
well asas international
international
industrial
indigenous

65
65

Press Statement, 11 May 1998, <http://wwwindianembassy.org/pic/prmayI198.htm> (30 May 1998).

Press Statement,
11May
1998, <http://wwwindianembassy.org/pic/prmayll98.htm>
1998).
(30 May
Foraadiscussion
discussionofof the
thedebates
debatesand
anddecisions
decisions that
thathave
have shaped
shaped India's
India'snuclear
nuclearprogramme,
programme, see
seeSumit
Sumit
For
NewDelhi's
Delhi'sNuclear
Nuclear
Ganguly, 'India's
'India'sPathway
Pathway totoPokhran
Pokhran II:
II:The
TheProspects
Prospectsand
andSources
SourcesofofNew
Ganguly,
WeaponsProgram',
Program',International
InternationalSecurity,
Security, 2323 (1999),
(1999),pp.
pp. 148-77.
148-77.
Weapons
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audiences.Where
Where and
and how
how global
global and
and domestic
domestic culture
culture interact
interact to
to produce
produce the
the
audiences.
symbolic
imagery
that
drives
arms
production
in
India,
or
any
other
state,
represents
in India, or any other state, represents
symbolic imagery that drives arms production
an interesting
interesting and
and challenging
challenging line
line ofof inquiry.
inquiry.WeWe have
have tried
tried toto demonstrate
demonstrate that
that
an

symbolic imagery
imagery isismanifest
manifest in
in public
public discourse,
discourse, and
and isismeasurable.
measurable. Empirical
Empirical
symbolic
observation isisprobably
probablynot
not aa serious
serious impediment
impediment toto rigorous
rigorous research
researchon
on the
the role
role ofof
observation
symbolism
in
either
state
identity
formation
or
state
behaviour.
or
in
state
either
formation
state
behaviour.
symbolism
identity

Appendix

Appendix

In this
this article
articlewewehave
have tried
tried toto identify
identify the
the symbolic
symbolic imagery
imagerypresent
present in
in Indian
Indianpublic
public
In
discourse surrounding
surrounding indigenous
indigenous arms
armsproduction,
production, and
andwewe believe
believe that
that there
there isisnono
discourse
better source
source than
thanIndia
IndiaToday
Today for
forour
ourpurposes.
purposes.But
Butaware
awareofof the
thedangers
dangersofof relying
better
relying
on this
this single
single source,
source, wewe have
have consulted
consulted the
the online
online editions
editions ofof Frontline,
Frontline, The
The
on

Hindustan Times,
Times, and
and The
TheHindu
Hindu toto see
see ifif aa similar
similar picture
picture emerges
emerges from
from these
these
Hindustan
publications.
Frontline
is
a
fortnightly
news
magazine
with
a
general
readership,
a
news
a
Frontline
is
with
publications.
fortnightly
magazine
general readership,

though a somewhat smaller one than India Today's. The Hindustan Times
Times and
and The
The
though a somewhat smaller one than India Today's. The Hindustan
Hindu are
are independent
independent daily
daily newspapers,
newspapers, and
and are
are naturally
naturallymore
more inclined
inclined toto reach
reach
Hindu
the lower-middle
lower-middle strata
strata ofof Indian
Indian society
society than
than the
the news
news magazines.
magazines.WeWe were
were
the
interested in
in (1)
(1)whether
whether the
the same
same rationales
rationales for
for Indian
Indianmilitary
military industrialization
industrialization
interested
find expression
expression inin these
these sources,
sources, and
and (2)
(2)whether
whether the
the frequency
frequencywith
withwhich
which they
they
find
appear
is
comparable
to
their
relative
prominence
in
India
Today.
For
each
news
to
their relative prominence
in India Today. For each news
appear is comparable

source, Table
TableAA shows
shows the
the number
number ofof relevant
relevant articles
articles ininwhich
which each
each rationale
rationale
source,
appears
and
the
number
of
articles
as
a
percentage
of
all
relevant
articles.
as
a
appears and the number of articles
percentage of all relevant articles.

TableA.A. Comparing
ComparingIndia
IndiaToday
Todaywith
withother
otherIndian
Indiannews
newssources.
sources.
Table
IndiaToday
Today
Frontline
HindustanTimes
Times
TheHindu
Hindu
India
Frontline
Hindustan
The
99)
(Aug
97-Apr
99)
(Nov
97-Apr
99)
(Jan
96Apr 99)
(May
77-Apr
(May 77-Apr 99) (Aug 97-Apr 99)
(Nov 97-Apr 99) (Jan 96-Apr 99)
##

%0/0

ForeignExchange
Exchange
Foreign

68
68
35
35
39
39
34
34
91
91
64
64
21
21
31
31
45
45

50
50
26
26
29
29
25
25
66
66
47
47
15
15
23
23
33
33

TotalArticles
Articles
Total

136
5136
2217

Rationale
Rationale
Symbolic
Symbolic
NationalAutonomy
Autonomy
National
InternationalStatus
Status
International
Self-Image
Self-image
Threatfrom
fromRival
Rival
Threat
RegionalSecurity
Security
Regional
ArmsDependence
Dependence
Arms
IndustrialDevelopment
Development
Industrial

#

0/0

#

0/0

80
44
80
999
53
40
2
2
40
23
18
3 55
40
3
22 3143 18
40
20
2
11 293 18 20
40
7
22 7326 3540
5
20
1
1 5233 18 20
6
00 6
00 27
318
3
03014 6 35 00
2
20
1129 2 12 20

41
41

9
3
3
3
6
3
3
6
2

53
18
18
18
35
18
18
35
12

### %
#%

5

%0/0

22

23
14
9
32
23
27
14
9

17

Note:For
Foreach
each source,
source, the
thefirst
firstcolumn
column shows
shows the
thenumber
numberofofarticles
articles ininwhich
whicha aparticular
particularrationale
rationale
Note:

mentionedatat least
leastonce,
once,while
whilethe
the second
secondcolumn
column shows
shows the
the
fordomestic
domesticarms
armsproduction
production isismentioned
for
relevantarticles
articles ininwhich
which that
thatrationale
rationaleappears.
appears.Relevant
Relevantarticles
articlesare
are those
those
percentageofofallallrelevant
percentage
part toto the
the topic
topicofofIndian
Indianarms
armsproduction.
production.The
Theonline
onlineeditions
editionsofofFrontline,
Frontline,
devoted ininfull
fulloror ininpart
devoted

TheHindustan
HindustanTimes,
Times,and
andThe
TheHindu
Hinduwere
wereanalysed,
analysed,and
andare
are located
locatedatat the
thefollowing
followingweb
web
The

TheHindustan
HindustanTimes,
Times,www.hindustantimes.com;
www.hindustantimes.com;
addresses: Frontline, www.the-hindu.comlfline/;The

addresses:
Frontline,
www.the-hindu.com/fline/;
TheHindu,
Hindu,www.the-hindu.com.
www.the-hindu.com.
The
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Generally speaking,
speaking, although
although the
thematch
match isis not
not exact,
exact, there
there isis nothing
nothing inin these
these
Generally
results
to
suggest
that
India
Today
(or
any
of
the
other
three
sources)
is
providing
results to suggest that India Today (or any of the other three sources) is providing aa
glimpse into Indian public discourse that is at odds with the others. The whole range
glimpse into Indian public discourse that is at odds with the others. The whole range
motivations wewe identify
identify from
from India
India Today
Today also
also appears
appears inin Frontline,
Frontline, The
The
ofof motivations
Hindustan
Times,
and
The
Hindu,
and
symbolic
motivations
feature
as
prominently
Hindustan
feature as prominently
Times, and The Hindu, and symbolic motivations
theydodo ininIndia
IndiaToday.
Today.Although
Although the
theonline
online editions
editions span
spanaamuch
much shorter
shorterperiod
period
asas they
thanour
ouranalysis
analysisofof2222years
yearsofofIndia
IndiaToday,
Today,wewedodonot
not suspect
suspect that
thatour
ourconclusions
conclusions
than
wouldbebeany
anydifferent
different ififwewewere
were totoconduct
conductaamore
moreexhaustive
exhaustiveexamination.
examination.
would
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